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How would you use EUR 8.8 million 
to improve Helsinki?

http://omastadi.hel.fi


 Southern  
 1 662 361 € 

 Western  
 1 534 011 € 

 Central  
 1 323 211 € 

 Northern  
 593 272 € 

 North Eastern  
 1 374 703 € 

 South Eastern  
 765 547 € 

 Eastern and  
 Östersundom  

 1 546 895 € 

OmaStadi is the City of Helsinki’s way of offering 
participatory budgeting. This means that city 
residents are allowed to propose and vote 
on things that they want to see in their own 
neighbourhood. Helsinki has allocated 8.8 million 
euros to realising residents’ proposals.

The proposals that will now be voted on were 
submitted by city residents in autumn 2023. This 
brochure includes all the proposals submitted for 
the seven areas that residents can vote on. You can 
select one area on the proposals of which you will 
vote. You have five votes. Every resident of Helsinki 
aged 13 or above is allowed to vote.

What is OmaStadi?

The proposals that receive the most votes will be further developed in collaboration with city 
residents in spring 2024. This means that residents and City employees will together plan 
how the OmaStadi projects will be implemented in practice. Because of this, the content of 
proposals, such as their precise locations, may still change during the development phase. →



Here is how you vote in OmaStadi

1. Go to omastadi.hel.fi.

2. Identify yourself using your online banking credentials or mobile certificate. Schoolchildren and 
students can use their edu.hel.fi or Wilma account.

3. Select the area in Helsinki the proposals of which you want to vote on.

4. Familiarise yourself with the area’s proposals and pick five of them.

5. Check your selection and cast your votes. After this, you will no longer be able to change your votes.

→ Voting period 28 February–17 March 2024

If you do not have online banking credentials or need help with voting online, 
please check the voting support points on the omastadi.hel.fi website.

Who can vote?
• Every Helsinki resident turning 13 years old or over in the voting year

What can I vote for?
• You can vote on the proposals of one area of your choosing.
• You have five votes.

How do I vote?
• The voting period is 28 February–17 March 2024 and the voting takes place on the omastadi.hel.fi website.
• To vote, you will need to sign in to the website with your online banking credentials or mobile certificate.
• Schoolchildren and upper secondary level students can sign in with their edu.hel.fi or Wilma account.

What happens after the voting?
• The proposals that were voted on and received enough votes to be carried out are developed into feasible 

solutions with residents and the City’s experts.
• The implementation of the proposals will start in autumn 2024.
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Southern Helsinki 
1 662 361 € Ill
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Southern voting district consists of: Vironniemi (Kruununhaka, Kluuvi, Katajanokka), Ullanlinna 
(Kaartinkaupunki, Punavuori, Eira, Ullanlinna, Kaivopuisto, Hernesaari, Suomenlinna, Kamppi, 
Suomenlinna, Länsisaaret), Kampinmalmi (Kamppi, Etu-Töölö, Ruoholahti, Jätkäsaari, Lapinlahti), 
Taka-Töölö, Lauttasaari (Lauttasaari, Kotkavuori, Vattuniemi, Myllykallio, Koivusaari)
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1923 Bird-friendly construction • 150 000 €
Improving the bird-friendliness of the built environment 
by means such as installing birdhouses onto buildings and 
applying patterns to large glass structures. Developing bird 
feeding in winter.

1926 Improving the pleasantness of the sand field of 
the Topelius Park playground • 100 000 €
Renovating the empty sand field to make it pleasant 
for different ages. Increasing sports and leisure time 
opportunities, such as a small football field or a basketball 
basket and a lunch spot.

2096 Increased lighting for the park • 200 000 €
Increasing lighting in the actively used park corridor of 
Pajalahti Park in Lauttasaari, in the area between Perttulantie 
and Haahkatie.

2103 Livening up the city • 60 000 €
The Sibelius Monument needs live music in the summertime. 
This would be a great way to provide affordable cultural 
experiences to tourists and residents alike.

1740 Outdoor event venue • 350 000 €
Establishing an outdoor event venue that could be used to 
hold small-scale music events, summer theatre, outdoor 
cinema evenings and other events open to all. Location to be 
determined later.

1929 Archipelago boat connection Lauttasaari–
Pihlajasaari–Vallisaari–Lonna • 200 000 €
Making the experiences provided by the sea and the 
archipelago more accessible to Helsinki residents by 
developing archipelago boat connections. A pier in Lauttasaari 
would be preferable. Final destinations to be determined later.

1743 Fixed sunbathing chairs along the waterfront 
walkway • 60 000 €
Lauttasaari and its improved waterfront walkway are popular 
outdoor activity spots among Helsinki residents. Installing 
fixed sunbathing chairs for people to lounge on when enjoying 
activities with friends.

2107 More vegetation in Lauttasaari – 
Nahkahousunranta and Pajalahdenpuisto • 100 000 €
More trees and flowers/flowering perennial plants in 
Lauttasaari, e.g. in Pajalahdenpuisto. Nahkahousunranta is 
also in need of trees or bushes. Locations to be specified later.

2108 Fountain for the sand field on the western end of 
Kaivopuisto Park • 500 000 €
Proposing that a striking fountain be built on the sand field 
of the western end of Kaivopuisto Park. Exact location to be 
determined later.

2259 Green Baana • 200 000 €
The Baana route through Kamppi could be a green and verdant 
“tunnel.” The route works excellently, but the graffiti on the 
plasterwork of the walls could be replaced with Finnish plants.

2261 Trees along the streets of Jätkäsaari Southern • 
100 000 €
I propose planting trees, bushes and vines along the 
pedestrian streets of Jätkäsaari, like the ones in Ruoholahti.

1755 Mestaritalli parking areas • 200 000 €
There are two similar-looking asphalt areas side by side in the 
park. Parking is allowed in one and prohibited in the other. Let 
us clarify the difference by restoring the prohibited parking 
area to a park in accordance with the detailed plan.

2119 Beautiful frames for taking Helsinki pictures, 
suitable for Instagram • 100 000 €
Installing beautiful and large frames that suit the picturesque 
scenery in a few places in the parks and shores of Helsinki. The 
frames could feature ornaments (e.g. mosaic) and the word 
HELSINKI.

1757 Rug-washing spot to increase physical activity 
and communality • 400 000 €
Building “dry land” outdoor rug-washing spots at playgrounds/
exercise sites. Providing a water supply and a sewer system. 
The sites could feature rug wringers and drying racks.

2273 Renovating and overhauling Töölö Sports Hall • 
60 000 €
Adding more lockers and exercise equipment available for 
borrowing at Töölö Sports Hall. Overhauling some of the 
exercise equipment where possible and increasing the amount 
of field reservation slots open for all.

2274 More waste bins in Kruuna, Koivusaari and 
Jätkäsaari • 60 000 €
There is a need for more waste bins in Kruununhaka, the 
vicinity of the Koivusaari metro station and Jätkäsaari, in 
locations such as Saukontori and Saukonlaituri. Exact locations 
to be determined later.

1955 More grass in Ruoholahti • 60 000 €
Ruoholahti needs more vegetation and parks, as the area does 
not currently live up to the name ‘Grass Bay.’

2124 Crimean War in the 1850s • 100 000 €
Renovating and showcasing the structures and walls from the 
time of the Crimean War in the Vattuniemi area in Lauttasaari 
as part of the history of the island and the city of Helsinki, while 
also improving the condition of the park pathways.

1764 Expansion of the Pyrkkä skate park • 500 000 €
Expanding the Pyrkkä skate park in Lauttasaari to support 
more diverse training for skaters and scooter riders alike.

2281 More versatile exercise opportunities • 150 000 €
Building more versatile exercise sites for young people and 
adults. For example, sections of fields could be transformed 
into multi-function sites suitable for athletics.

2131 Goose-free area in Kaivopuisto • 60 000 €
Creating a goose-free area in Kaivopuisto by fencing it off 
so as to block geese from entering. This would make having 
picnics and other activities in the park easier.

2283 Sinebrychoff Park Movie & Music Festival • 
100 000 €
Holding a movie and music festival in Sinebrychoff Park. The 
slope of the park forms an amphitheatre-like site that would 
serve well as a cinema and picnic area.

2134 Basketball court • 60 000 €
Overhauling the Kaivopuisto basketball court based on 
players’ wishes and cooperating with the users of the adjacent 
skate park to solve the problem of runaway equipment (balls, 
boards).

1775 Making Ensipuistikko pleasant for children and 
seniors • 700 000 €
Improving the park’s usability, verdancy and pleasantness to 
make it suitable for resting, spending time and playing for all 
ages. The implementation would take the survey on the history 
of the park into account.
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1778 Barbecue sites in South Helsinki! • 250 000 €
Barbecuing is a good way to cook food and spend time with 
loved ones. Barbecue sites also increase the time people 
spend outdoors. Let us bring barbecuing opportunities to 
South Helsinki.

2296 Winter swimming spot in Jätkäsaari • 100 000 €
Building a winter swimming spot in Jätkäsaari. A small sauna 
would be lovely. A warm changing cabin would be a must.

1784 Modern rug-washing spot in Lauttasaari • 
400 000 €
Building a dry land outdoor rug-washing spot in Lauttasaari, 
equipped with wash basins and taps and a rug wringer. The 
grey water would be collected as wastewater and thus not 
cause a load on the local waters.

1785 Helsinki Fashion District • 500 000 €
Helsinki Fashion District would be a cultural space combining 
sustainable fashion, circular economy and youth culture 
through non-commercial activities. Proposed location: 
Punavuori.

1977 Enlivening the Merisotilaantori square! • 
100 000 €
People would like to have year-round communal activities at 
the Merisotilaantori square to bring people together to meet 
each other and enjoy the services. 

2143 Information boards/guideposts about history • 
35 000 €
Bringing information boards and guideposts to the outdoor 
activity park areas on the southern and western edge of 
Lauttasaari to provide information about the unique and 
significant history of the island.

1794 Funding for materials and events for a ‘Helsinki 
Reads’ campaign • 200 000 €
Organising a ‘Helsinki Reads’ campaign to inspire people of all 
ages to read. Holding various workshops and events. Acquiring 
materials for schools, daycare centres and libraries.

1990 Winter swimming spot in Tervasaari • 60 000 €
Building a winter swimming spot in Tervasaari/Kruununhaka.

2433 Surveying how well residents’ wishes are 
realised in city planning • 250 000 €
It would be useful to know the degree to which the City realises 
residents’ wishes presented in hearing processes and what 
residents have wished for. Ordering surveys from students 
writing their master’s theses, for example.

1994 Winter swimming spot • 200 000 €
The winter swimming spots of the Helsinki city centre are 
popular and there are not enough places for everyone. I 
propose more saunas and winter swimming spots on the 
shores of Helsinki, particularly in the city centre area.

2151 More trees along the streets of Etu-Töölö • 
100 000 €
More trees along the streets of Etu-Töölö (e.g. Runeberginkatu 
or Museokatu). Tree species and exact locations to be 
determined later.

2309 Using canopy kiosks for young people’s 
entrepreneurship training • 60 000 €
Renovating the canopy kiosks for school pupils and students. 
Student groups could come up with small-scale business 
activities for the kiosks and be in charge of their operations for 
the summer, for example.

1799 Dedicated tree for every city district • 100 000 €
I propose planting trees dedicated to each city district. Local 
residents would be heard when selecting the tree species in 
order to make the tree match the spirit of the district as well 
as possible.

2160 Improving traffic safety at the intersection near 
Töölö Lower Stage Comprehensive School • 300 000 €
Improving traffic safety at the intersection near Töölö Lower 
Stage Comprehensive School from the perspective of the 
young pupils.

2000 Surfboarding on an artificial wave in Hietaniemi • 
150 000 €
Using artificial wave technology to build a surf centre in 
Hietaniemi. Having an artificial wave would facilitate safe 
surfing on the sheltered waters of Helsinki.

1805 Reduce bullying! More information provision for 
upper stage comprehensive school pupils • 60 000 €
Holding morning assemblies, workshops and discussion 
events for upper stage comprehensive school pupils to 
promote equality and increase knowledge and understanding, 
with the aim of reducing bullying and discrimination.

2164 Portable choir stage for giant choirs in front of 
Central Library Oodi • 250 000 €
Having the City acquire or rent a specialised portable choir 
stage for giant choirs to use at major singing events at 
Kansalaistori Square in front of Central Library Oodi.

1816 Improving the lighting of the outdoor gym • 
60 000 €
The Hietaranta outdoor gym is popular all year round. The 
lighting of the site is in need of improvement. I propose new 
lights in the outdoor gym area.

2172 Tellervo Dance • 100 000 €
Cooperating with local operators to hold a ‘Tellervo Dance’ 
event in Kolmikulma (Dianapuisto) in December. The City’s 
Christmas lights would also be lit during the event.

2327 Dedicated parking areas for electric scooters in 
Lauttasaari • 60 000 €
In the city centre area, electric scooters must be parked in 
dedicated spaces. I propose adopting a similar practice in 
Lauttasaari.

2177 Open-air nature museum in Lauttasaari (signage) 
• 35 000 €
Improved knowledge of different species would increase 
people’s appreciation of biodiversity. For example, Lauttasaari 
could feature signs providing interesting information about 
animals and plants.

2013 Stormwater • 300 000 €
Installing sand and debris collectors into the stormwater 
drains of yards to collect gritting sand and other waste that 
would otherwise end up in the stormwater pipes and clog 
them.

2331 Picnic tables and benches in parks and on 
squares in South Helsinki • 200 000 €
Adding table-and-bench combinations and benches to parks 
and squares. Taking the needs and wishes of residents of 
different ages into account in the planning.
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2016 Renovating the chess courts for public use. • 
60 000 €
Kaivopuisto has a chess playing court that is in poor condition 
and not used at all. We should renovate the area and make the 
chess spots available to the city residents. 

1825 More car-free pedestrian streets in Töölö • 
60 000 €
It would be nice to have some car-free pedestrian streets in 
Taka-Töölö (such as the summer streets in Kaartinkaupunki). 
This would make the area more attractive and peaceful, as well 
as safer.

2183 Guided nature/forest ‘showers’ for children • 
60 000 €
I propose free-of-charge nature showers for families with 
infants and children in nature or in the local forest. These brief 
sessions could include relaxation, nonsense poems, songs and 
learning about nature.

1826 More investments in playgrounds • 150 000 €
More investments could be made in playgrounds (such as 
procuring materials and/or more staff) to make for better 
meeting places for families with children.

2022 Fishing huts in Lauttasaari • 100 000 €
The fishing huts at Pohjoiskaari 11, which are more than 110 
years old, are the oldest fishing huts in the capital city area. 
These could be renovated and signposts could be put up to 
share information about them.

2187 More active yard for Arkadiankatu • 300 000 €
The current yard area of the Arkadiankatu educational 
institutions does not encourage pupils to move. The comfort 
and exercise opportunities of pupils and others could be 
increased by adding some permanent exercise equipmentto 
the yard.

1841 Attractive Meripuisto • 100 000 €
Meripuisto is a large park area consisting of several fields, the 
general appearance of which could be improved by planting 
trees or perennial plants/flowers in the lawn areas and by 
adding more benches.

2025 Nervanderin puistikko park area • 60 000 €
Renovation of the Nervanderin puistikko area: adding benches, 
vegetation, etc. 

2434 Helsinki, Friend of the Environment: Our Area! 
(V 2.0) • 500 000 €
The digital Ympäristö-Ystävä (Friend of the Environment) tools 
enable the calculation of carbon and environmental footprint. 
The tool offers recommendations for emission reductions. The 
users can compare the results within their own area.

2357 A youth centre designed for youth in the central 
area (temporary) • 700 000 €
Young people feel that there are currently too few youth 
spaces and places for them to hang out. There is a wish for a 
new youth space in the centre area that could be implemented 
as a temporary pop-up space.

1848 Community project for the southern Helsinki 
area • 60 000 €
An opportunity for the entire neighbourhood to participate 
in a community project that could be an artwork or an event, 
for example. This would bring people together and allow for 
producing something creative and communal while working 
together.

2199 History and nature path for the Lapinlahti 
hospital park • 100 000 €
Create a history and nature path touring the Lapinlahti area, 
which shares information about the area’s history and natural 
values and teaches the residents about their shared cultural 
heritage.

2200 Jogging path for Jätkäsaari • 100 000 €
Young people are wishing for an exercise path in Jätkäsaari 
that has a soft base and is suitable for jogging.

2435 Annual theme week for FUTURE • 150 000 €
Organising a theme week that broadens the horizons of people 
and increases faith in future and brings the residents together, 
e.g. through future workshops for residents of different ages. 

2371 Artist spaces • 800 000 €
More working and exhibition spaces for (beginning) artists in 
southern Helsinki. There is need for a space allowing larger 
installations. A changing exhibition could be held on the free 
walls.

2207 More outdoor gyms for the southern major 
district • 350 000 €
More outdoor gyms. Possible locations: Jätkäsaari, Eira, 
Sinebrychoff Park and Lauttasaari. The locations (a maximum 
of two) are selected during the co-development stage.

1858 Adding a small ramp to Jätkäsaari skate park • 
60 000 €
It would be nice to have a suitable ramp for beginners in 
Jätkäsaari skate park, or why not even a couple of ramps of 
different sizes. There is enough room.

1860 Park lighting • 250 000 €
I propose the lighting of the park at the corner of Tehtaankatu 
and Neitsytpolku to be improved. Now, it is dark in the 
mornings and during the evenings, while hundreds of people 
go to work and school through the park every day.

2376 Covered picnic or snack areas to e.g. 
playgrounds • 150 000 €
I propose picnic or snack areas covered with a canopy to Töölö 
playgrounds and other recreational facilities. A simple but large 
enough canopy, with tables and benches underneath. Would 
increase outdoor recreation even in rainy weather.

2430 Tuk-tuk train to Helsinki • 100 000 €
A city train, such as a tuk-tuk train, for the summer season in 
Helsinki, with a guide onboard.

2431 New playboat to Kasinonranta • 150 000 €
The lovely playboat in Kasinonranta should be taken back to 
the shipyard for renovation or even demolished. So we need a 
new one!

2218 Beautiful clocks for Baana, outdoor routes and 
key spots • 35 000 €
Several, easily visible clocks could be placed along Baana, in 
styles well suited to their location. They should also be installed 
in other public places and along outdoor routes. A few could 
show the temperature, too?

2047 Building instructor to help those saving old 
buildings • 60 000 €
As a continuance to the ‘Saving the history of Helsinki for 
Helsinki residents’ project, I propose that the City hire a 
building instructor for two years to facilitate the rescue 
operations of historical buildings.
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2380 Public toilet near the football field • 250 000 €
The football field at the end of Katajanokka is in hard use. The 
missing outdoor toilet could be placed on the side of the field. 
The toilet facilities would ensure the overall cleanliness in the 
surrounding area. The facilities can also be used by those 
exercising on the route.

1870 Swimming beach for the nudist beach • 
200 000 €
Making a sandy swimming beach for the nudist beach in 
Pihlajasaari would considerably improve the comfort and 
serviceability of the area as the current swimming conditions 
are poor.

1873 Bench for reconciliation and lovers • 35 000 €
A bench for reconciliation and lovers, celebrating Helsinki, 
could be located in Hernesaari. Cruise passengers would take 
pictures of the bench and share them online. Educational 
institutions could design the piece.

2050 Greener Kruunuhaka • 100 000 €
Kruunuhaka should be made greener to increase the resident 
comfort: planting more trees, shrubs and flowers in parks, 
along the streets, in the squares and along the seaside route. 

1876 Painting the Kivelä hospital wall • 150 000 €
The long grey wall on the Mechelinininkatu side of Kivelä 
Hospital is a dull-looking structure.Graffiti or other artwork on 
the wall would liven up the surroundings a great deal.

2222 Outdoor lighting utilising renewable energy in the 
southern district • 100 000 €
The lighting in the southern major district could be produced 
by using renewable energy for a certain period of time. This 
way, the City of Helsinki would support renewable forms of 
energy and could be a forerunner of sustainable change.

2224 Trees and plants in place of the canopy kiosk • 
150 000 €
Töölö’s canopy kiosk is filthy and is ruining the environment. 
The kiosk should be demolished and trees and plants planted 
in its place. Alternatively, the canopy kiosk could be moved.

2056 Boat handling courses for young people • 
100 000 €
Organising boat handling courses for young people with boats 
with small outboard motors. The course teaches them boating 
skills and takes trips to a nearby island under the teacher’s 
instruction.

2058 Kayaking club for Tervasaari • 100 000 €
Tervasaari is a great place to experience maritime Helsinki. A 
kayaking club could rent out kayaks by the hour and loan them 
to the club members with a season charge.

2391 More trees and gardens and turning yards into 
carbon sinks – education for city residents • 150 000 €
Well-designed and maintained yard areas with planted flora 
improve the quality of life while providing carbon sinks. We 
should offer education and support for good yard planning.

1879 Singalong event for families with children • 
200 000 €
A series of singalongs accompanied by a live orchestra could 
be arranged for families with children at Oodi. The themes of 
the songs could be related to the ongoing season of the year.

1880 In-ground trampolines for Lauttasaari parks • 
60 000 €
Jumping on a trampoline is fun and promotes health. In-
ground trampolines could be installed in Lauttasaari parks to 
offer children a range of exercise experiences.

2396 More meadows and meadow activities 
– flower meadows to lawn areas • 200 000 €
Lawns in infrequent use could be turned into meadows, and 
some lawns into meadows with mixed flowers. Pollinators 
would be pleased. Volunteer work for the meadows could 
be arranged and information boards set up adjacent to the 
meadows.

2061 Year-round swimming place for Ruoholahti/
northern area of Jätkäsaari • 100 000 €
Let’s build a swimming/winter swimming spot for 
Ruoholahti/the northern area of Jätkäsaari. The location 
and implementation options are specified during the co-
development stage.

2230 Youth activities for Jätkäsaari and Ruoholahti • 
200 000 €
The services of Ruoholahti Youth Centre could be improved in 
terms of better opening hours, outreach actions, amenities at 
the facilities and event offering.

1886 Gym bars in connection to playgrounds • 
35 000 €
Gym bars at different heights could be installed in playgrounds, 
allowing the children to practise tricks and the adults to work 
out while spending time outside. 

1887 Ping-pong tables for Töölönlahti Plaza • 60 000 €
The park in front of Oodi and Finlandia Hall is often totally 
empty. The paved area in the centre of the park (the ‘event 
area’) would be a perfect spot for a ping-pong table park, 
which is a familiar sight elsewhere in the world.

2062 A residential centre of a new era to Jätkäsaari • 
500 000 €
A coordinator for communal and residential activities could 
be hired to work at the library to develop diverse recreational 
services for Jätkäsaari. Funds should be budgeted for renting 
premises and operational expenses.

2403 Leisure activities for Baana • 200 000 €
The Baana area could be improved through a few additions, 
such as more table and bench groups and new play and game 
equipment for children and youth.

2234 New additions to Kampintori Square • 200 000 €
The Kampintori area could be improved through a few 
additions, such as more table and bench groups and new play 
and game equipment for children and youth.

1890 Shared joy through community gardening • 
100 000 €
Community gardens should be made more visible by listing 
them in the City’s website and the service map, for example. 
Founding new community gardens should be easier. 
Cooperation between the park or regional maintenance and 
community gardens.

2237 Better Pyrkkä • 200 000 €
The Lauttasaari Sports Park could be improved by e.g. 
expanding the play area and renovating the football stands and 
making them accessible.
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2408 Outhouse for Laru • 250 000 €
The surroundings of Veijarivuori beach would be a good 
place for an outhouse. The building could also have a shed for 
maintenance equipment.

1894 Baana: an urban oasis for climbing and art • 
831 180 €
Let’s build a community climbing oasis decorated with graffiti 
art in Baana, the place where sports, arts and community 
come together.

2076 Flower power for people and pollinators • 
200 000 €
Planting flowering pollinator plants – especially berry bushes 
and fruit trees – to public areas, parks and near playgrounds, 
selecting species that are also native to the area.

2079 Kids’ dialogue in Helsinki • 100 000 €
Let’s make our young people the best conversationalists in the 
world and help them understand each other! School pupils 
participate in Kids’ dialogue where they discuss the themes of 
everyday safety, equality and well-being.

1911 Safer everyday life for all young people! • 
500 000 €
More shared ‘living rooms’, fun activities, school youth work 
and safe adults in the secondary schools of the southern area.

2418 Safe environment for using customer computers 
for everyone • 35 000 €
The customer computers in the libraries of the southern area 
should be moved to a calmer space when necessary, with 
screens installed between the computers to ensure privacy 
protection and user comfort.

2419 Making yourself heard: influence the planning 
and decision-making of the urban environment! 
• 60 000 €
Creating opportunities for peer learning from residents and 
professionals on how the decision-making related to urban 
space can be influenced effectively all across Helsinki.

2250 Turning Lauttasaari Library into a more 
comfortable meeting place • 250 000 €
Lauttasaari Library is in need of a slight update, while 
honouring the past. The library is in a great location for 
stopping by quickly, but the decor and furniture do not invite 
visitors to spend time in it.

1915 Speed bumps near daycare centres and schools • 
100 000 €
Speed bumps near daycare centres and schools. It is not easy 
for drivers to spot small children, which is why the environment 
should be made safer to younger children.

2423 Small section of Lohiapajanlahti into a beach 
trail? • 150 000 €
The mooring zone in the direction of Meripuistontie and 
Vattuniemenkatu has the potential to be turned into a small 
beachside trail, while still allowing the launching, lifting and 
mooring of the boats.

1916 Exercise oasis • 300 000 €
There are massive parking areas in front of Töölö Sports 
Hall and the Olympic Stadium. I propose one of these to be 
replaced with an outdoor exercise facility. Temporary solutions 
in the area are possible.

1917 Better access from Jätkäsaari towards 
Eiranranta and Merisatamanranta – review work • 
60 000 €
The Jätkäsaari area needs smooth cycling and pedestrian 
connections to beaches and recreational areas. A review 
should be conducted on various potential connections to 
Munkkisaari.

1922 Developing the breaktime activity opportunities 
in Vattuniemi Primary School and Daycare Centre Meri 
• 100 000 €
The yard should be developed by adding elements that 
promote daily physical activity and suitable exercise and play 
equipment. Attention should also be paid to the selected 
surface materials to prevent noise.
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Eastern and Östersundom voting district consists of: Vartiokylä (Vartioharju, Puotila, 
Puotinharju, Myllypuro, Marjaniemi, Roihupellon teollisuusalue ja Itäkeskus), Mellunkylä (Kontula, 
Vesala, Mellunmäki, Kivikko ja Kurkimäki), Vuosaari (Keski-Vuosaari, Nordsjön kartano, Uutela, 
Meri-Rastila, Kallahti, Aurinkolahti, Rastila, Niinisaari ja Mustavuori), Östersundom (Ultuna, 
Östersundom, Salmenkallio, Talosaari ja Karhusaari)

Eastern Helsinki and 
Östersundom 1 546 895 € Ill
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2097 ‘Company and mobility assistance for seniors’ 
service • 400 000 €
Low-threshold activities and company for seniors at various 
cultural events, for outdoor and nature activities and for 
preventing loneliness.

2099 Instructed club activities for children and young 
people in the evening • 150 000 €
Instructed club activities for children and young people in the 
evening, incl. exercise activities, handicrafts and a diverse and 
regular game club. Club attendees would learn social skills and 
togetherness.

2105 Public toilet in the Myllypuro area • 350 000 €
Public toilets for the parks of the Myllypuro area. Particularly 
for the park with the sculpture ‘Love and Alertness’. There is 
high demand for a public toilet particularly in summer.

1745 Renovation of the outdoor exercise site and a dog 
park near Broändanpuro • 400 000 €
A dog park and an improved outdoor exercise venue near 
Broändanpuro

1932 Making Varhelanpuisto in Vesala safer and more 
pleasant • 400 000 €
Adding lighting to and renovating the stairs from Varhelantie 
to the upper part of Varhelanpuisto Park. A waste bin is also 
needed by the stairs. The idea is to increase the safety and 
pleasantness of the park and the pedestrian route.

1934 Small roller hockey rink in East Helsinki • 
100 000 €
There is no summertime roller hockey rink in eastern Helsinki. 
The rink could be placed in Myllypuro Sports Park, Vuosaari or 
Puotila. The rink could also be smaller than standard.

2260 Viewing points in Vuosaari • 250 000 €
We would like to have viewing points (platforms or observation 
posts) in Vuosaari, e.g. in Uutela or the Kallahti peninsula. 
There are few viewing points in Vuosaari despite the 
impressive landscape of the area.

1939 Outdoor gym in the eastern major district • 
250 000 €
Building a new outdoor gym in the area. Residents need such 
outdoor exercise equipment. The City would build two new 
outdoor gyms in the major district.

2262 Birthday parties with friends • 100 000 €
The City could invite the children of Itäkeskus and possibly 
the entire eastern major district to a monthly birthday party 
with friends. The programme would feature items such as 
theatre, music, getting to know one another and activities from 
different cultures.

1751 More art and ceramics teaching in Vuosaari • 
60 000 €
As the largest district of Helsinki, Vuosaari is in need of more 
art teaching. Could there be more art courses for people of all 
ages? There is a demand for courses in ceramics, drawing and 
painting, for example.

2113 Benches in the eastern major district • 150 000 €
More benches in the eastern major district. Seniors in 
particular need places for resting. In Vuosaari and Mellunkylä. 
In addition to benches, there is also a need for waste bins on 
the landfill hill to improve the pleasantness of the area.

2114 Playground • 300 000 €
There is an outdoor exercise site on the other side of the 
perimeter, but there should be something for children as well, 
with respect for the green area. Swings, climbing frames and 
outdoor exercise equipment along Mustapurontaival.

2117 Sauna at the Aurinkolahti winter swimming spot • 
150 000 €
The Aurinkolahti winter swimming spot could be improved with 
a sauna. Many people need a sauna in order to be able to take 
a dip in the ice water. A sauna would increase communality and 
provide a natural environment for chatting.

2121 Renovation construction (Aurinkolahti speciality 
structures) • 773 447 €
Vuosaari features locations with so-called speciality 
construction. These stone walls are dilapidated in many places; 
tiles have come off and are cracked. I propose renovating 
these run-down places.

1758 Rug-washing spot to increase physical activity 
and communality • 400 000 €
Building “dry land” outdoor rug-washing spots at playgrounds/
exercise sites. Providing a water supply and a sewer system. 
The sites could feature rug wringers and drying racks.

1951 Improving the Myllypuro landfill hill/
Alakivenpuisto Park • 60 000 €
Improving the safety of the landfill hill. Adding ping pong tables 
to the area. Space for spending leisure time and holding 
events, which would foster a community spirit between 
residents.

1956 Everyday outlet – shared hobby activities! • 
35 000 €
Let us organise Adult Education Centre courses for adults 
that enable participants to bring their children with them! Art, 
handicrafts and languages, planned and implemented so that 
children can safely take part.

2125 Edible Vuosaari • 200 000 €
Planting a hundred apple trees and a hundred berry bushes 
in the Vuosaari area. Creating a crop map and sharing the 
harvest among residents. Anyone will be allowed to pick as 
many apples and berries for themselves as they want.

1765 Bird-friendly construction • 150 000 €
Improving the bird-friendliness of the built environment 
by means such as installing birdhouses onto buildings and 
applying patterns to large glass structures. Developing bird 
feeding in winter.

1774 Turning Lokitie into a bicycle route • 600 000 €
Converting Lokitie into a bicycle route similar to that in 
Kulosaari. This would provide a safe cycling experience and 
form a natural continuation of the Vuosaarentie bicycle routes 
all the way to Vartiokylänlahti.

1970 Snow gun ski trail for Mustavuori • 100 000 €
Because Kivikko Skiing Hall is closed, there should be a 
1–2-kilometre ski trail created with a snow gun in Mustavuori 
again every year, as early as possible.

2137 Resting facility for young people and families with 
children • 200 000 €
A resting facility dedicated to young people and families with 
children, where they can charge their phones, find shelter from 
rain, wait for a friend or wait for the metro. Such a facility is 
needed near not only the Mellunmäki metro station, but the 
Kontula station as well.
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2288 Renovating the Vesala sports park and its 
surroundings • 773 447 €
The field boundaries, changing rooms and toilets need to be 
repaired. The sports park also needs a floorball rink. This 
would encourage young people and local residents to be active 
and use the sports park diversely.

1971 Young people’s park and kiosk in Östersundom • 
600 000 €
A young people’s park for young people to spend leisure 
time in, with a kiosk located nearby . It would also feature a 
skate and scooter park and a pump track for bikes. Enjoyable 
activities and shared places for young people.

2138 Enlivening the street square – Making the front 
of the Luuppi youth centre in Kontula a shared space • 
150 000 €
Developing the street square in front of the Luuppi youth 
centre. A cage football and basketball area for young people. 
A green wall at the end, murals, tables, green plantings and 
hangout spots.

2139 Communal local exercise site in Keulapuisto Park 
in Vuosaari • 100 000 €
Making Keulapuisto Park a communal exercise site for 
families and children by improving its services. Renovating 
the basketball court, building a slide on the hill of the park and 
acquiring play equipment.

2141 Courses for pupils on recycling, picking up litter 
and the environment • 60 000 €
Vuosaari is highly littered. Therefore, it would be good if the 
school pupils of Vuosaari were provided with courses or 
lessons regarding recycling, the environment and picking up 
litter.

1976 Youth centre in Old Vuosaari (temporary) • 
600 000 €
Establishing a pop-up-style youth centre in Old Vuosaari. 
Apartments are being built in the area, but there is no 
dedicated place for young people to spend time in. Location to 
be determined in the co-development phase.

1979 Amphitheatre, compass, loom • 350 000 €
Bringing the amphitheatre back to the edge of Playground 
Myllynsiipi and Yläkivenkallio. The area could also be fenced off. 
There is also a need for signage regarding the local artworks 
and looms for shared use, among other things. 

1981 Sheep to combat invasive species (survey) • 
35 000 €
Sheep are efficient at combating invasive species and bring 
joy to residents, giving them a piece of the countryside in their 
local suburb. Proposing a survey to establish whether there 
are areas where sheep could be utilised.

1984 Vanttikallio exercise stairs • 250 000 €
Building exercise stairs in Vanttikallio to improve people’s 
physical activity and wellbeing. The exercise stairs in Vuosaari 
are too far away for many.

2146 Funding for materials and events for a ‘Helsinki 
Reads’ campaign • 200 000 €
Organising a ‘Helsinki Reads’ campaign to inspire people of all 
ages to read. Holding various workshops and events. Acquiring 
materials for schools, daycare centres and libraries.

1991 Surveying how well residents’ wishes are 
realised in city planning • 250 000 €
It would be useful to know the degree to which the City realises 
residents’ wishes presented in hearing processes and what 
residents have wished for. Ordering surveys from students 
writing their master’s theses, for example.

2148 Play area or playground • 350 000 €
A proper play area or playground for the children of the 
Puotinharju area, featuring new climbing frames, etc. 
Mustapuronpuisto is in a remote location and in poor 
condition.

2306 Stairs from Viilarintie to Valssiparinkuja • 
400 000 €
Building stairs to Viilarintie from the gravel path starting 
from Valssiparinkuja. Renovating the gravel path between 
Valssiparinkuja and Halistentie for non-motorised traffic. 
Exercise stairs all the way to the water tower.

2155 Dedicated tree for every city district • 100 000 €
I propose planting trees dedicated to each city district. Local 
residents would be heard when selecting the tree species in 
order to make the tree match the spirit of the district as well 
as possible.

2311 Away with litter – more waste bins in the eastern 
major district • 100 000 €
Installing waste bins in every area of Vuosaari (e.g. Rastila, 
Ramsinniemi, Aurinkolahti, Itä-Vuosaari and Pohjois-Vuosaari), 
including bird-proof ones.

1803 Opening Sannan Sauna in Vuosaari for year-
round use • 150 000 €
Enabling people to use the sauna all year round by renovating 
the site so that it will have showers and running water in winter 
as well.

2318 Communal multi-function café for everyone at 
Kontula Library • 200 000 €
A communal café would bring together local residents of 
different ages and backgrounds. It would be open 1–3 days 
a week. People want to experience participation and a 
community spirit and get to know new people.

2004 Shelters against rain and sunshine at 
playgrounds and outdoor exercise sites • 350 000 €
The climate is warming up, and there is a need for shelters 
against sunshine and rain at the local playgrounds and outdoor 
exercise sites. The shade or shelter could consist of trees or 
be built.

2168 Communal volunteer cleanup project • 35 000 €
Organising a volunteer cleanup project and tidying up the area 
together! Participation would be accessible and people of all 
kinds could take part. The City would provide food, cleaning 
equipment and instructors.

2320 Theatre camps for young people with special 
needs • 35 000 €
It would be nice to have theatre camps and activities available 
for young people with special needs. Many would like to take 
part. Meriharju Nature House and Camp Centre could organise 
such activities.

2006 Fenced off game field for children and young 
people in Vartioharju • 250 000 €
There are no physical activity opportunities for slightly older 
children and young people in Vartioharju. I propose building a 
fenced off basketball and football cage at the southern end of 
Linnalahdenpuisto.
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2171 Opening and activating Vuosaari Community 
House • 250 000 €
The community house is currently only open on Fridays, 
whereas it used to be open on all weekdays. It should be 
reactivated and made open five days a week, with information 
provided about its activities.

2007 Trips from daycare centres • 200 000 €
Trips from daycare centres to destinations such as 
Korkeasaari. Providing northern daycare centres and 
playgrounds with toys that invite children to learn, be physically 
active and play. Children would be heard in the selection of 
toys.

1813 Accessible art centre • 500 000 €
An accessible art centre where people could come to make 
art. Accessible facilities and entrance. Near the Myllypuro 
metro station, for example.

2328 Additional lighting for the outdoor activity site in 
Myllypuro • 35 000 €
Improving the lighting of the outdoor gym field of Myllypuro 
Sports Park. This would make working out more pleasant and 
safer. The easiest and most affordable way would be to utilise 
the existing light posts.

2330 Overhauling the field adjacent to Riskupuisto • 
100 000 €
Riskupuisto is a popular meeting place, particularly among 
local children and families with children. The field next to the 
park could be renovated into a multi-function field for free 
physical activity and ballgames.

1823 Barbecue spots for the Kallvik and Uutela 
recreational areas • 200 000 €
The great beaches in Uutela and Kallvik could be enhanced 
further by adding some tables, benches and bins. The firepit 
areas also need storages for logs for the firepits.

1824 Dance and yoga for children and adults in the 
east • 60 000 €
It would be fantastic if the adult could attend their own hobby 
group at the same time as the child went to their own. This 
would also create better opportunities for single parents to 
take up hobbies.

2334 Bullying-free zone • 100 000 €
The K-Market grocery stores have a campaign where children 
or teens who are being bullied can go to the store and ask 
for help. The City’s own offices and locations should join the 
campaign! Preventing bullying needs us all!

2338 Education on equality and gender diversity 
for residents who have recently arrived in Finland • 
35 000 €
Education on equality and gender diversity should be offered 
to new residents who have recently arrived in Finland. This 
would promote their integration.

2020 Renovation of the Kirkkopuisto playground in 
Myllypuro • 250 000 €
The park is an important recreational spot and passage for 
the residents and families, but the children’s play equipment 
should be updated. The jungle gym is in poor condition and 
there are not enough swings.

2344 A firepit to the Puotila or Vartiokylä area • 
150 000 €
It would be nice to have a firepit in Puotila or Vartiokylä, similar 
to Kallahdenniemi. 

2193 Experience experts in the comprehensive school 
• 35 000 €
Starting from 5th grade upwards, experience experts should 
visits schools all around Helsinki and talk about why criminal 
actions are not a good thing. The speakers should preferably 
come from different cultures.

1833 A toilet for Kallahdenniemi • 250 000 €
Public toilet facilities are needed in Kallahdenniemi, similar 
to the one in Uutela. Perhaps in the tip of the peninsula 
(Kuningatar area) or near the beach or the beach kiosk. This 
would make year-round excursions easier in the area.

2194 Parkour court for the Vuosaari Sports Field • 
150 000 €
A parkour court is needed in Vuosaari. The parkour club 
offered at the Vuosaari sports hall is a popular hobby, but 
there is not enough room for everyone. Parkour courts should 
be built for a variety of age groups.

2347 Multicultural neighbourhood patrol • 350 000 €
Multicultural neighbourhood patrol is a voluntary activity 
to strengthen the neighbourhood community. It combines 
exercise, caring for the environment and support for well-being 
through social contacts.
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1835 An event unit of Arabic culture • 150 000 €
An event unit in East Helsinki to showcase the culture, 
language and music of Arabic speakers. The events would 
enable encounters with different kinds of people in an urban 
space.

1836 Street art for East Helsinki, e.g. Vartiokylä • 
500 000 €
More street art to the east, e.g. to metro stations, on electrical 
cabinets and on sides of buildings. The electrical cabinets 
remain untarnished when covered with art. Art and culture can 
strengthen the identity of the residential area.

2349 Outdoor firepit for Kurkimäki • 200 000 €
The children’s playground in Kurkimäki was removed from use. 
It would be easy to build a public firepit and a place for a picnic 
in its place.

1837 Renovation of the Kurkimäki forest fortification • 
150 000 €
There is an attractive forest area in the middle of Kurkimäki, 
with many old fortifications dating back to WWI. I propose that 
this area be cleaned up and that a signpost with information 
about the area be re-erected.

1842 More lighting for Kurkimäki plazas and squares • 
300 000 €
Kurkimäki has squares that are only used by people passing 
through. Many of these square areas are dark, and more 
lighting would be great. Adding some table groups around the 
benches would be a great way to increase the liveliness of the 
area.

2026 Helsinki, Friend of the Environment: Our Area! 
(V 2.0) • 500 000 €
The digital Ympäristö-Ystävä (Friend of the Environment) tools 
enable the calculation of carbon and environmental footprint. 
The tool offers recommendations for emission reductions. The 
users can compare the results within their own area.

2028 A safe sledding hill for Mellunkylä/Kontula • 
150 000 €
There are many hills in the area, but there are no safe sledding 
hills. It would be great if the local children and young people 
would also have a safe place for sledding in Mellunkylä.

2202 Improving the availability of sports services for 
Muslims in Itäkeskus • 100 000 €
Most of the gyms, swimming halls and sports halls are 
inaccessible to Muslim women, in particular. Activities targeted 
at Muslim women could be offered in connection to the 
Itäkeskus swimming hall.

1850 Lighting for Juorumäki park and around the 
chapel in Puotila – increased safety and better 
atmosphere • 200 000 €
The Juorumäki, Kappeli and Kartano parks in Puotila are great 
outdoor destinations and good spots for learning more about 
history. Pleasant, high-quality lighting would improve safety 
while taking the people, nature and animals into account.

2029 More action in Merirasti Cultural Centre • 
500 000 €
The Merirasti Cultural Centre and the market square could 
be developed into the heart of the region filled with action 
and sense of community. This would create opportunities for 
encounters, implementing ideas and utilising competence.

2030 Bullying-free Vuosaari • 250 000 €
Let’s create a “bullying-free Vuosaari” brand, for example by 
introducing the JÄLKI bullying prevention lessons at the local 
schools, holding parents’ evenings and with “Bullying-free 
Vuosaari” t-shirts.

2363 Activities for Kontula youth late in the evening • 
150 000 €
Young people need an evening café that offers interesting 
activities, such as exercise. For example, Kontulan kuntokellari 
gym could offer organised sports activities to young people in 
the evenings.

2032 Lighting and signposts for Kontula mall • 
350 000 €
The lighting of the Kontula shopping centre and the 
surrounding area should be improved in order to increase 
safety and comfort. The mall’s information board needs to 
be updated; it is hard to find the services as there are no 
signposts.

2036 Boomers on skates • 60 000 €
I’m hoping that the Kontula ice skating rink could reserve some 
calm skating times for boomers at a weekly basis, with music 
included. Many would like some support for their training. The 
rink could have hot chocolate to sell and helmets and other 
equipment to loan.

2210 Graffiti removal • 35 000 €
I propose that all graffiti and tags be removed from all 
surfaces, from rubbish bins to large noise barriers.

2040 Snowboarding park • 100 000 €
An  urban park for snowboarding, in style of a skateboard 
park. It only needs a hill with a range of obstacles where young 
people could practise the sport.

1864 Development of off-road cycling conditions in 
East Helsinki • 200 000 €
Different pipes, hills, berms, take-off ramps and enduro 
routes could be built around the Kivikko snowboarding hill, for 
example. Marked off-road cycling routes are also needed in 
East Helsinki.

2383 Stairs for ascending to Vuosaari bridge • 
300 000 €
The bridge connecting Vuosaari and Puotila is missing stairs 
that would allow access to the bridge from the popular 
recreational route. So why not build stairs between the metro 
bridge and the walking bridge!

2386 Beach sauna • 150 000 €
Café Biitsi could be replaced with a beach sauna. The beach 
sauna would have paid swimming turns, and it would not be 
rented for private use (keeping it in a better condition). This 
would make the winter swimmers happy.

1878 Accessible Helsinki archipelago even without a 
boat • 150 000 €
It would be great if people without boats could also enjoy the 
maritime Helsinki. Due to this, the charter boat service should 
be extended to other islands. The islands should also offer 
opportunities for camping with a tent.

2055 Art gallery in City premises in East Helsinki. • 
500 000 €
East Helsinki should feature a gallery space where not only 
professionals but also amateur groups in the region could 
organise exhibitions. Culture belongs to us all.
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2057 Guided garden and park walks in Vuosaari • 
35 000 €
It would be wonderful to get more information from experts 
on the City’s flora and park planning, and the tree and plant 
choices. Flowers and other plants bring joy to everyone!

2390 Shared joy through community gardening • 
100 000 €
Part of the surface area reserved for allotments should be 
allocated to public community gardens. An area without 
any allotments could use park or school premises instead. 
Information on these should be shared on the City’s website.

2393 Renovation of Kivikko obstacle course • 60 000 €
The Kivikko Sports Park has an obstacle course with damaged 
obstacles that should be renovated. The obstacle course is a 
free outdoor recreation area that promotes varied exercise 
among children and adults alike.

2229 Fishing courses for young people • 100 000 €
Young people of Vuosaari would like to have fishing courses, 
where a course teacher would take them fishing by a boat and 
teach them different fishing styles (angling, casting, using a 
fishing net and a trap, trolling).

2401 Vuosaari-Östersundom as seen from the sea • 
150 000 €
An opportunity to see summertime eastern Helsinki from the 
sea by boat, organised by the City. The route could include 
Vuosaari–Vuosaari Harbour–Östersundom and the islands.

2065 Lawn areas into meadows • 250 000 €
Lawn areas do not benefit nature and should be transformed 
into meadows. Traditional Finnish field and meadow plants 
should be used for the meadows. Even small meadows are 
good for pollinators and other insects.

2070 No illegal graffiti • 60 000 €
No signs, tags or illegal graffiti anywhere – a project for every 
school in Helsinki, daycare centres included.

2409 Ystävyyden puisto 
– friendlier park for friendship • 250 000 €
Ystävyyden puisto is a forested park area popular among many 
different kinds of groups. The park pathways could be cleaned 
up and renovated, benches added and lighting improved, thus 
promoting safety.

2074 Programme/activities for youth • 200 000 €
Young people need more information about the activities 
directed at them. They should be involved in organising and 
planning the events. A one-day festival for young people of East 
Helsinki could be held in Stoa.

2411 Flower power for people and pollinators • 
200 000 €
Let’s plant natural flowering pollinator plants – especially berry 
bushes and fruit trees. Could be partly implemented through 
volunteer work and made visible through signs and maps.

1905 Traffic park to the eastern major district • 
773 447 €
There are many popular children’s traffic parks in Finland, 
but only one in Helsinki. East Helsinki also needs a traffic park 
where children can learn traffic rules and how to take each 
other into consideration.

1906 Life-saving defibrillators to public outdoor 
facilities, register on the defi.fi website and brush up 
on your first aid skills (to Vuosaari and East Helsinki in 
general) • 60 000 €
A defibrillator is a life-saving device, but only if there is one 
available. Easily accessible defibrillators registered via defi.fi 
would make sure that there are defibrillators available.

2247 Renovation of barbecue places • 35 000 €
Renovation of the barbecue places at Kallahti beach and 
turning the tables into fixed structures that cannot be moved 
away from the barbecue places.

2078 Increasing the attractiveness of 
Mustakivenpuisto • 200 000 €
Renovating the fountain in Mustakivenpuisto Park and the 
light installation connected to it would increase the park’s 
attractiveness. A few more trees could also be planted in the 
park.

2080 Kids’ dialogue for Helsinki • 100 000 €
Let’s make our young people the best conversationalists in the 
world and help them understand each other! School pupils 
participate in Kids’ dialogue where they discuss the themes of 
everyday safety, equality and well-being.

2082 Battling speeding with raised pedestrian 
crossings • 60 000 €
Moped drivers and others driving at excessive speeds have 
been a problem in Vuosaari for a long time. Let’s make 
Vuosaari safer by adding one or more raised pedestrian 
crossings along Leikosaarentie.

2422 Kontula Mall into a culture mall for the whole 
Helsinki • 300 000 €
Kontula has become known for the many popular events in 
the area. It now needs an event producer that can support the 
residents with organising culture events of all sizes.

2251 Increasing community spirit and well-being 
among children and youth • 200 000 €
Reinforcing the emotional and social skills of children and 
young people in schools and increasing the youth work 
at schools. Schools should have functional methods for 
preventing and intervening with bullying.

1920 Street arboretums for Vanha Vuosaari • 
350 000 €
The sense of nature of Vanha Vuosaari could be enhanced by 
planting deciduous trees in the area. The different tree species 
would create ‘arboretum boulevards’,which would increase the 
attractiveness and lushness of the area.

2115 Beach volley courts and benches to 
Aurinkolahti beach • 60 000 €
Many Aurinkolahti residents enjoy beach volley. We have 
the perfect beach for it, only the court is missing! The area 
would also be a good spot for other sports, such as padel and 
outdoor gym training.

2362 Intoxicant-free night café (fixed-term) • 
250 000 €
A night café is a safe, intoxicant-free and communal place for 
young people in the City of Helsinki’s existing premises. It could 
be open at weekend nights, e.g. 22.00–3.00. The objective is to 
prevent social exclusion.
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Southeastern district voting district consists of: Kulosaari: (Mustikkamaa, Korkeasaari, 
Kulosaari), Herttoniemi (Länsi-Herttoniemi, Roihuvuori, Herttoniemen yritysalue, 
Herttoniemenranta), Laajasalo (Yliskylä, Jollas, Tullisaari, Kruunuvuorenranta, Hevossalmi), 
Tammisalo, Vartiosaari, Villinki, Santahamina, Itäsaaret
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1925 Digital counter for exercise stairs to 
inspire users • 60 000 €
Helsinki features exercise stairs with a high usage rate. The 
bottom and top of each set of stairs could feature a visitor 
counter and a display that show how many times the stairs 
have been ascended.

1739 Physical activity • 200 000 €
Children and young people need a more versatile activity park. 
Furthermore, seniors need a senior park. There is a good 
location for these in Laajasalo near the beach and the outdoor 
gym.

1747 Fun activities at Siilitie • 250 000 €
There is a verdant and park-like but somewhat run-down area 
between Daycare Siilitie and Restaurant Siilinpesä. It could be 
turned into a nice, communal play site that serves residents.

2109 Renovating the Ströms Manor shore • 200 000 €
Renovating the pier so that it would feature benches and 
a shelter. The Hedvig waterfront walkway is also in need of 
benches and plantings. The area is like a wasteland, and the 
manor deserves a worthy shore.

2264 Exercise stairs at the old ski jump site • 
200 000 €
The old ski jump site in Roihuvuori would be an excellent 
location for exercise stairs.

1753 Tuorinniemi beach • 250 000 €
The beach is in need of a sewer system, a toilet connected to 
the water system and changing cabins.

1946 Mural in Laajasalo – joy from urban street art! • 
150 000 €
Laajasalo and Kruunuvuorenranta are growing urban areas. 
I propose painting murals in the area for residents to enjoy. 
Their themes could reflect the local nature and the marine 
environment.

1947 School coach to strengthen communality at 
Tahvonlahti Primary School • 100 000 €
A school coach would strengthen pupils’ communality, 
participation and sense of belonging and prevent bullying.

2120 Trees on the south-eastern side of Hitsaajankatu 
• 100 000 €
There is a need for trees along Hitsaajankatu between the 
driving lane and the south-eastern pedestrian/cycling path, 
in the section between the beginning of the street and the 
S-market. They would provide shade and wind protection.

2268 Rug-washing spot to increase physical activity 
and communality • 382 773 €
Building “dry land” outdoor rug-washing spots at playgrounds/
exercise sites. Providing a water supply and a sewer system. 
The sites could feature rug wringers and drying racks.

2270 Renovating the Neitojenranta pedestrian route • 
250 000 €
The Neitojenranta pedestrian route has been under renovation 
for a long time. The necessary repairs should be made and 
the outdoor activity route should be spruced up by removing 
the graffiti from the waste bins and the changing cabins of the 
beach, among other things.

1952 Phone booth library • 60 000 €
A small library where people could leave and borrow books at 
a low threshold. Such libraries have been built into old phone 
booths or weather-proof glass boxes around the world.

2277 Ferry connection to the Market Square from 
Herttoniemenranta • 300 000 €
A ferry connection from Herttoniemenranta to the Market 
Square, especially now that the Kulosaarensilta bridge will be 
under renovation.

2278 Improving Kipparlahti • 100 000 €
Modifying the periphery of the allotment garden to make 
it park-like: plantings, benches and waste bins at suitable 
distances. Taking care of the tidiness of the recreation area.

2280 Public saunas in Vartiosaari and Stansvik • 
200 000 €
Many City-owned seashore saunas in relatively good repair 
in East and Southeast Helsinki are currently not in use. They 
should be renovated so that they could be put to communal 
use.

2129 Bike washing and maintenance station • 
100 000 €
Helsinki promotes biking, and a bike washing and maintenance 
station open to residents at the sports park would support 
this. The washing station would be of help to local residents 
and mountain bikers.

1959 Bird-friendly construction • 150 000 €
Improving the bird-friendliness of the built environment 
by means such as installing birdhouses onto buildings and 
applying patterns to large glass structures. Developing bird 
feeding in winter.

1962 Winter swimming spot in Kulosaari • 60 000 €
Länsi-Herttoniemi and the northern side of Kulosaari have 
no winter swimming spot. One could be built in Naurissalmi 
between Herttoniemi and Kulosaari. The site would need 
changing facilities, a pier and a flow generator.

1768 Joy and light in Herttoniemenranta • 200 000 €
Proposals for developing the area: Restoring the park to its 
beautiful former look and building a climbing wall, exercise 
stairs and benches there. The channel could feature plantings, 
benches and lights.

1772 Pathway from Kivinokantie to the allotment 
garden • 60 000 €
A pedestrian route could be built from the Kivinokantie 
intersection by the red house to the allotment garden. The 
route would go between patches 12 and 13 to the swing field 
where the City’s playground is.

1967 Reservable group facility with band instruments • 
300 000 €
Establishing a group facility for young people with band 
instruments and microphones. It would serve as a perfect 
practice facility for bands. Young people would get to try 
different instruments and find their own ‘thing’ in music.

1777 Barbecue sites in Mustikkamaa! • 200 000 €
Barbecue sites enable people to cook food together and 
in a communal manner. People spend more time outside 
when barbecuing, which promotes the development of their 
relationship with nature.

1788 Live culture at Oil Tank 468 • 382 773 €
Providing Ilonpuisto Park with facilities for low-threshold 
cultural events. The events would be open to all and free of 
charge. Involving local residents in brainstorming programme 
ideas.
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1789 Outdoor ping pong tables • 60 000 €
Outdoor ping pong tables in the south-eastern area. Places 
such as parks and beaches would be good locations. Ping pong 
tables promote outdoor activities, wellbeing and perhaps even 
communality.

1983 Lecture series for guardians and other local 
operators • 35 000 €
Holding a series of lectures in Laajasalo at the new lower stage 
comprehensive school, with guardians and other operators 
as the target group. Themes related to children’s growth and 
growth environment, health and safety, digital security skills, 
etc.

1792 Making the surroundings of the Herttoniemi 
metro station more pleasant • 150 000 €
Increasing the pleasantness of the surroundings of the 
Herttoniemi metro station. This could be done by adding more 
benches, flower plantings, trees and lights and by tidying up 
the area, etc.

2145 Boosting the yards and break activities of 
Laajasalo Comprehensive School • 100 000 €
The pupils of Laajasalo Comprehensive School want to 
boost the school’s yards and break activities. This could be 
achieved by acquiring spider swings, a calming down bubble, 
‘duck, duck, goose’ equipment, paddle game and basketball 
equipment and plenty of other things.

1793 Funding for materials and workshops for a 
‘Helsinki Reads’ campaign • 100 000 €
Organising a ‘Helsinki Reads’ campaign to inspire people of all 
ages to read. Holding various workshops and events. Acquiring 
materials for schools, daycare centres and libraries.

1989 Ice skating and air yoga instruction in Laajasalo • 
60 000 €
Providing ice skating instruction at the Laajasalo artificial 
ice rink and in the ice hall. Additionally, acquiring air yoga 
equipment for schools and having the schools provide pupils 
and residents with air yoga instruction.

2302 Surveying how well residents’ wishes are 
realised in city planning • 250 000 €
It would be useful to know the degree to which the City realises 
residents’ wishes presented in hearing processes and what 
residents have wished for. Ordering surveys from students 
writing their master’s theses, for example.

2310 Dedicated tree for every city district • 100 000 €
I propose planting trees dedicated to each city district. Local 
residents would be heard when selecting the tree species in 
order to make the tree match the spirit of the district as well 
as possible.

2316 Free-of-charge culture in public places in 
Roihuvuori • 200 000 €
More free-of-charge cultural events in public places, dance 
events at shopping malls and dance teaching, a travelling 
musician.

2165 Trees along Insinöörinkatu • 100 000 €
Improving the pleasantness of Insinöörinkatu by planting trees. 
This would cool the street in summer. Additionally, making the 
intersections at the Lidl store, the Adult Education Centre and 
Hertsi safer.

2317 Instructed resident facility activities • 382 773 €
A resident facility with activities ranging from handicrafts to 
exercise and cooking courses. This could bring together people 
of different ages and backgrounds to learn something new and 
get to know each other.

1811 Making the ferry from Vartiosaari to Reposaari 
accessible • 100 000 €
During the last OmaStadi round, people voted for a 
solar-powered ferry from Vartiosaari to Reposaari to be 
implemented. This ferry must be made accessible so that 
people using a rollator or a wheelchair can access the island.
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1812 Exercise app • 100 000 €
Creating a free downloadable exercise app that would utilise 
local exercise sites (outdoor gyms, exercise stairs, sawdust 
tracks, etc.). The app would provide users with a goal-oriented 
fitness programme.

2326 Youth workers at comprehensive schools • 
300 000 €
The comprehensive schools of Laajasalo need more youth 
workers.

1818 Basketball court • 150 000 €
A basketball basket or court in Laajasalo.

2175 Rollator-friendly Laajasalo • 60 000 €
First, a survey should be carried out to establish which places 
in Laajasalo are particularly difficult to access for those 
using a rollator. Then, 3–5 (or so) of these places should be 
improved.

1819 Benches in the south-eastern major district • 
200 000 €
More benches in the south-eastern major district, in places 
such as Yliskylä, parks, Tullisaari, Herttoniemi Sports Park, 
Roihuvuorenrantaraitti, Herttoniemenranta and Hevossalmi.

2176 More outdoor activity companions in home care • 
250 000 €
Seniors living in Laajasalo need more outdoor activity 
companions in home care.

1820 Trip bus for Laajasalo residents! • 35 000 €
Trips to outdoor activity areas, such as manors. The bus would 
be intended for everyone.

1821 Multi-artistic park event in Tullisaari • 100 000 €
Organising a major summertime event in Tullisaari to 
foster a community spirit. The programme would include 
performances, barbequing, singing, an open-air dance, etc. 
This would promote encounters among residents.

1822 Monthly music event in Laajasalo • 100 000 €
A monthly music event at the library or the church, for example. 
The aim would be to foster community spirit.

2332 Increasing the pleasantness of Yliskylä • 
382 773 €
The surroundings of the shopping centre are untidy and 
Ylistalo Park is in need of renovation. Placing a public work of 
art on one of the local squares.

2336 Adding lighting along the exercise trail between 
Herttoniemi Sports Park and Majavatie • 60 000 €
Adding lighting along the dark section of the exercise trail 
between Herttoniemi Sports Park and Majavatie.

2337 Graffiti walls to Roihuvuori and Herttoniemi • 
250 000 €
Graffiti containers/walls to Satumaanpuisto and/or 
Suksipuisto. Satumaanpuisto has been abandoned and offers 
great opportunities for creating art in the area, especially 
when the legal graffiti walls in Suvilahti are removed.

2339 Renovating the duckboards of the marsh area in 
the Jollas nature conservation area • 35 000 €
The path with duckboards going through the marsh area in 
Jollas is a popular route among local residents and visitors, 
but it is in poor condition. Renovating the duckboards would be 
great and would make it easier to move around in the area.

2340 Improving the pathways and trails of Stansvik 
forest • 60 000 €
Stansvik forest is a popular outdoor recreation area that 
has high environmental value in Helsinki. At the moment, the 
forest is under the threat of felling. To maintain the forest as 
undamaged as possible, it would be important to have clearly 
marked paths, as well as built routes along certain sections.

2359 Lighting and a pedestrian pathway for Kulosaari 
dog park • 150 000 €
I propose lighting to be installed in Kulosaari dog park. At the 
same time, building a pedestrian pathway to the park when 
arriving from the north could be reviewed.

1854 Snowboarding park for Helsinki • 250 000 €
A low-threshold snowboarding park within the city. Similar to a 
sledding hill intended for younger children, but this hill could be 
equipped with railings, boxes and other fixtures. Would bring 
joy for everyone and be a great local exercise place.

2206 Renovating the Herttoniemenranta skate park 
(Tuorinniemenpuisto) • 250 000 €
Rebuilding the Herttoniemenranta skate park. The skate park 
is about 11 years old and is clearly past its ‘best before’ date.

2033 More outdoor gyms for the south-eastern major 
district • 350 000 €
It would be great to have an outdoor gym also in Tammisalo, 
Laajasalo, the Vähäniitty area, Tullisaari or Kulosaari.

2039 Culture-historical signposts for the outdoor 
routes of Kruunuvuorenlampi • 60 000 €
A beautiful villa culture flourished in the area surrounding 
Kruunuvuorenlampi starting from the 1920s. I propose 
installing information boards with photographs along the trails 
in the area.

1865 Island Arena: Community discussions to promote 
good population relations and communality • 60 000 €
Communality and communication must be supported. To this 
end, it would be good to hold community discussions where 
the neighbourhood is supported in respectful interactions, 
along with the development of local school communities.

2381 More waste bins • 60 000 €
More waste bins to the southeastern major district, e.g. from 
Neitojenpolku to Rouvienpolku. In addition, a building with toilet 
facilities and changing rooms could be built by the Tuorinniemi 
beach.

1871 More activities for Kirsikkapuisto in Roihuvuori • 
300 000 €
Kirsikkapuisto is a popular spot during the Hanami event. It 
appears empty at other times. We propose more activities in 
the park, such as play equipment, paints, gardening beds, etc. 
Let’s bring more life to a beautiful park!

2225 Returning cow sculptures to the ‘Cow Park’ • 
35 000 €
A decade ago, two cow statues delighted children in the 
Tuurholma Playground. That is why many still call the place the 
‘Cow Park’. Therefore, we propose that a couple of cow statues 
be returned to Tuurholma.

2389 Updating and improving the daycare centre’s 
yard in Santahamina • 250 000 €
The objective of the proposal is to promote children’s safe 
physical activity, offer diverse activity opportunities and foster 
a good community spirit. The yard should be renovated. Get 
the kids involved in the design!
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1881 Youth club (temporary) • 382 773 €
There are no premises intended for youth in Länsi-Herttoniemi. 
The former Youth Centre was demolished. Young people need 
a place where they can get together, play games and see their 
friends, with instructors present.

2394 Animal clubs for schoolchildren • 100 000 €
More animal clubs for schoolchildren. Not everyone has the 
money or the opportunity to have a pet, but animals can teach 
us a great deal and help people learn emotional skills.

2060 Sports clubs for children and young people • 
150 000 €
More free-of-charge sports and exercise clubs for children 
and youth! Because not everyone can afford to have hobbies.

1883 More meadows and meadow activities 
– flower meadows to delight both pollinators and 
people • 200 000 €
The old meadows should be expanded (e.g. in Porolahti park) 
and lawns in infrequent use (such as the lawn area next to 
Wihuri Castle in Eugen Schauman Park and the lawns next to 
Kulosaari Tennis Courts) could be turned into meadows.

2232 Fenced swimming place for dogs • 200 000 €
Kruunuvuorenranta should have its own fenced beach for 
dogs. Local dogs need their own swimming place. A water point 
would also be good, as it would allow giving the dogs water to 
drink and rinsing off the sea water.

2402 Playground equipment and exercise places for 
school yards in the south-eastern area • 200 000 €
Creating more opportunities for playing and exercising in the 
school yards of the south-eastern area. Equipment such as 
jungle gyms, swings, in-ground trampolines and basketball 
hoops could be acquired.

1889 More money for textbooks and school supplies in 
the central area • 200 000 €
Schools need more money for text books and other supplies 
(pencils, erasers, glue and drawing paper). Pupils need 
activities and having materials such as exercise books would 
make for a more peaceful work environment to boot.

1891 Shared joy through community gardening • 
100 000 €
Community gardens should be made more visible by listing 
them in the City’s website and the service map, for example. 
Founding new community gardens should be easier. 
Cooperation between the park or regional maintenance and 
community gardens.

1892 Renovation of the Roihuvuori Japanese Garden • 
382 773 €
The Roihuvuori Japanese Garden is one of the key attractions 
in East Helsinki. However, the park has become quite shabby, 
and the decorations and fences made from bamboo are 
decaying. The park should now be renovated.

2240 Barbecue place • 100 000 €
At the moment, the closest barbecue spot is in Tullisaari Park, 
and there are none in the Kruunuvuorenranta area. I propose 
setting up a barbecue spot near Säiliö 468 or in nearby areas.

2241 Lights to workout stairs • 60 000 €
Lights to Ilomäenpuisto park’s workout stairs. The autumn is 
long, but after daylight savings time in winter there is no light 
left after a workday to use the stairs.

1899 Kruunuvuori workout stairs • 200 000 €
Kruunuvuorenranta should have workout stairs leading 
to the oil container on top of Kruunuvuori on Kaitalahti’s 
side. The top of the stairs has a gorgeous maritime view to 
Kruunuvuorenselkä bay.

2073 Rowing boat for Laajasalo residents • 35 000 €
A rowing boat for the residents to use to Sarvasto marina or 
Reposalmi.

1902 A year-round public outdoor toilet facility (to 
Purolahti, Fastholma, Kivinokka or Roihuvuori, for 
example) • 250 000 €
Building Helsinki-huussit outhouses or similar to the visitors 
of Vanhankaupunginlahti’s popular outdoor recreation and 
exercise places.

2412 Flower power for people and pollinators • 
200 000 €
Let’s plant natural flowering pollinator plants – especially berry 
bushes and fruit trees. Could be partly implemented through 
volunteer work and made visible through signs and maps.

2417 Kids’ dialogue for Helsinki • 60 000 €
Let’s make our young people the best conversationalists in the 
world and help them understand each other! School pupils 
participate in Kids’ dialogue where they discuss the themes of 
everyday safety, equality and well-being.

1912 Campaign for cyclists! • 35 000 €
A traffic rule campaign for cyclists! Let’s make clearer road 
markings on the pedestrian and cycling lane so that cyclists 
will stay on their own lane and learn to respect other road 
users.

1913 Toilet, café and shade for the beach • 250 000 €
Tuorinniemi deserves a proper upgrade: toilets, showers, 
dressing rooms, a café/kiosk building where young people 
could run a café, and seating.

2093 Improving the lighting of Porolahti dog park • 
35 000 €
The Porolahti dog park is a popular spot where dogs and 
people enjoy their time together. Improving the lighting during 
the darker seasons would increase visibility.
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Central voting district consists of: Alppiharju (Alppila ja Harju), Kallio (Hanasaari, 
Kalasatama, Linjat, Siltasaari, Sörnäinen, Sompasaari, Torkkelinmäki ja Vilhonvuori), Pasila 
(Itä-Pasila, Keski-Pasila, Länsi-Pasila ja Pohjois-Pasila), Vallila (Hermanni, Hermanninmäki, 
Hermanninranta, Konepaja ja Kyläsaari), Vanhakaupunki (Arabianranta, Koskela, Kumpula, 
Käpylä ja Toukola)
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2094 Swimming spot in Sompasaari • 100 000 €
Sompasaari needs a safe swimming spot that also facilitates 
ice swimming.

1930 Tennis courts in Hermanninranta • 100 000 €
Artificial turf-covered tennis courts in Hermanninranta.

2256 Making Näkinpuisto attractive • 100 000 €
Näkinpuisto Park should feature more benches and increased 
lighting, and the green plantings should be spruced up and 
dead trees removed.

2258 Instructed exercise for seniors and working 
residents • 150 000 €
Instructed exercise for pensioners, seniors and working 
people. Summer trips to the archipelago for seniors. This 
would provide a good basis for communality in the residential 
areas and promote health and occupational wellbeing.

1938 Beach volleyball court • 100 000 €
There is a shortage of beach volleyball courts, and one could 
be built in Arabianranta Sports Park. Beach volley is gaining 
popularity and is suitable for all.

2432 Activities for Arabianranta residents • 500 000 €
Café activities open to residents and more activities for 
pensioners. The canopy kiosk could be open at least the entire 
summer.

2110 Birthday celebrations in Helsinki • 100 000 €
Every Helsinki resident who turns 13, for example, could be 
provided with a wristband ticket to an amusement park. 
This would give children an opportunity to experience joy 
regardless of their family’s financial situation.

2111 Improving the exercise area • 250 000 €
A shared exercise park for children, young people and seniors 
featuring equipment, racks and frames, balancing devices, 
bars. These age groups in particular need such equipment for 
maintaining their muscles and balance.

2265 Info signs at landmarks • 100 000 €
Signage to honour the historical layers and valuable artworks 
of the area! In locations such as the Verkatehdas building 
designed by Theodor Höijer, Toukola and Arabianranta.

1944 Ice skating field in Pasila • 35 000 €
An ice skating field on the Maistraatintori square in front 
of Pasila Comprehensive School in the winter season. The 
ice skating field would improve the community spirit and 
atmosphere of the area and inspire people of all ages to be 
physically active.

2266 New books for school libraries in the central area 
• 60 000 €
Updating and expanding the book collections of school 
libraries. The school libraries currently have very limited 
resources. Books deepen and enrich pupils’ conversations and 
thinking.

1945 More outdoor gyms in the central major district • 
350 000 €
More outdoor gyms in the central area. Location suggestions: 
Pasila, Vallila, Hermanninranta, Hermanni, Kallio, Käpylä, 
Koskela. Outdoor gyms are an excellent partial solution to our 
problem of low physical activity.

1754 Gazebo in Alppipuisto Park • 150 000 €
A gazebo atop the hill could be a beautiful and small secret 
oasis.

2267 Street libraries in Alppila • 60 000 €
Street library posts should be built along the streets of Alppila. 
Ones that would enable anyone to borrow/circulate books.

1948 Urban art and culture from poetry for central 
Helsinki (originally: ‘Making Alppila the poetry district 
of Helsinki’) • 500 000 €
Urban art from poetry and new urban culture based on poetry. 
For example, street placards in Alppila, poetry murals, a 
poetry book about Kallio, support for poetry performances. 
Highlighting local poets.

1759 Rug-washing spot to increase physical activity 
and communality • 400 000 €
Building “dry land” outdoor rug-washing spots at playgrounds/
exercise sites. Providing a water supply and a sewer system. 
The sites could feature rug wringers and drying racks.

1953 Language courses for minors • 60 000 €
Language courses for minors with a wide selection of 
languages from around the world, as well as sign language. 
This would be useful, as it is easier for children and young 
people to learn languages than it is for adults.

1763 Bird-friendly construction • 150 000 €
Improving the bird-friendliness of the built environment 
by means such as installing birdhouses onto buildings and 
applying patterns to large glass structures. Developing bird 
feeding in winter.

2126 From Arabianranta to Verkkosaari – improving 
the pathways with signage and lighting • 150 000 €
Increasing signage and lighting along the route between 
Arabianranta and Verkkosaari. Lighting could also be 
increased in a creative manner, e.g. with a work of art. Moving 
the waste baskets to the pedestrian side of the road.

1958 Conservation of green areas • 60 000 €
Demarcating green areas, e.g. with a fence or elevated 
pavement so that lounging on the lawns would continue to be 
allowed but people would be instructed to walk on the road.

1961 Minimising through traffic in Käpylä – workshops 
for residents • 35 000 €
A series of workshops for the Käpylä area, to which local 
residents would be invited to come up with solutions for 
decreasing traffic and improving biodiversity. Complementing 
the workshops with music, movies, refreshments.

1963 Adding dog toilets and waste bins to the city • 
150 000 €
Modifying the central area to make it dog-friendly, more toilet 
areas for dogs with a large container for waste.

2282 Ice swimming spot in the central area • 200 000 €
There are no ice swimming spots in the central area. I propose 
a winter swimming site or several of them, e.g. in Merihaka, 
Hanasaari, Siltasaari or Tokoinranta. The site would also need a 
shelter with clothes racks, if possible.

2285 Loneliness prevention – a cook for the community 
house! • 150 000 €
I would like to have more activity instruction at Community 
House Hanna, as well as lunch operations, i.e. finances for 
hiring workers and a cook.

1969 Water element in the park • 600 000 €
Adding a water element of some kind to the park in Länsi-
Pasila or near Tripla, e.g. a pond, a pool or a fountain. Large 
enough to feature benches around it for sitting and watching 
the pond.
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2286 2.0 Pedestrian Area Cleaning Tool • 35 000 €
A publicly accessible and interactive tool to facilitate the 
cleaning of streets. The tool could provide information about 
where streets have been cleaned and when.

1973 Barbecue site in Central Park! • 150 000 €
Barbecuing is a good way to cook food and spend time with 
loved ones. Barbecue sites also increase the time people 
spend outdoors. Let us bring barbecuing opportunities to 
Central Park!

1779 Barbecue site in Alppipuisto Park! • 150 000 €
Barbecuing is a good way to cook food and spend time with 
loved ones. Barbecue sites also increase the time people 
spend outdoors. Let us bring barbecuing opportunities to 
Alppipuisto Park!

2294 Making the surroundings of the Ilmala railway 
station more verdant and pleasant • 100 000 €
Improving the pleasantness of the surroundings of the Ilmala 
station by means such as beautiful plantings, more colours, 
murals and trees.

1780 Making the surroundings of the Käpylä railway 
station more verdant and pleasant • 100 000 €
Improving the pleasantness of the surroundings of the Käpylä 
station by means such as beautiful plantings, more colours, 
murals and trees.

1781 From Tripla to the woods: A forest path from 
Tripla to Central Park • 300 000 €
A forest path from Tripla to Central Park via Länsi-
Pasila. Renovating the Esterinportti parking area and the 
Taloustirehtöörin puisto park so that passing through will be 
convenient for pedestrians and cyclists.

1975 Cycling schools • 60 000 €
Cycling schools for women. There are many who are unable to 
ride a bicycle but would like to learn to.

1978 Bike washing station • 100 000 €
There are no bike washing stations in Helsinki. For example, 
Suvilahti would be a location accessible from many directions 
by bike.

1791 More trees in Harju • 100 000 €
There is very little green in the streetscape along 
Fleminginkatu, Kustaankatu and Harjukatu, making the streets 
look bleak. Parking spaces could be freed up for trees, 
following the example of cities such as Paris.

2299 More waste bins in the central major district • 
100 000 €
Adding more waste bins across the central major district, e.g. 
in Sompasaari and Kurvi, and the Puu-Käpylä and Länsi-Käpylä 
area.

1985 Clothing repair sections in libraries • 35 000 €
Adding borrowable instruction materials and equipment 
for maintaining clothes and shoes, such as steamers, lint 
removers, clothes brushes, shoe polishes.

2300 Improving the lighting and pleasantness of 
Helsinginkatu • 60 000 €
Improving the lighting of the pavements between 
Vaasanpuistikko and the Brahe Sports Field changing facilities. 
The lights could be artistic, adding not only light but also joy 
and character to the streetscape.

1986 Funding for materials and events for a ‘Helsinki 
Reads’ campaign • 150 000 €
Organising a ‘Helsinki Reads’ campaign to inspire people of all 
ages to read. Holding various workshops and events. Acquiring 
materials for schools, daycare centres and libraries.

2147 Surveying how well residents’ wishes are 
realised in city planning • 250 000 €
It would be useful to know the degree to which the City realises 
residents’ wishes presented in hearing processes, etc. 
Ordering the next surveys from students writing their master’s 
theses, for example.

2307 Renovating Viherniemenpuisto 
(Hakaniemenpuisto) • 300 000 €
The park needs to be renovated for people, serving as a 
recreation and rest area for local residents and people visiting 
the market square: a pétanque area, a play area for children, 
plantings and benches.

1995 More street trees in Alppila • 100 000 €
Adding more street trees along Inkoonkatu and Siuntionkatu. 
These areas have no plantings in the otherwise verdant Alppila. 

2156 Dedicated tree for every city district • 100 000 €
I propose planting trees dedicated to each city district. Local 
residents would be heard when selecting the tree species in 
order to make the tree match the spirit of the district as well 
as possible.
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1801 More basketball baskets in Arabianranta 
Sports Park • 100 000 €
Arabianranta Sports Park needs more basketball baskets 
and two new half courts for street basketball. The number 
of players has increased in Helsinki, and there are many 
enthusiastic players in the area.

2159 Lights for pedestrians and cyclists under the 
railway bridge • 60 000 €
Adding lighting to the non-motorised traffic routes going under 
the railway between Nordenskiöldinkatu and Savonkatu.

1997 Winter swimming spot with a sauna in Töölönlahti 
• 250 000 €
Winter swimming has been gaining popularity in recent years 
and its health benefits have been known for a long time. I 
propose building a winter swimming spot with a sauna in 
Töölönlahti.

1998 More money for textbooks and school supplies in 
the central area • 250 000 €
Schools need more money for text books and other supplies 
(pencils, erasers, glue and drawing paper). Pupils need 
activities and having materials such as exercise books would 
make for a more peaceful work environment to boot.

1802 Gazebo in Kalasatamanpuisto • 100 000 €
A well-lit gazebo with several seats and a roof. Local school 
pupils could use it to shelter themselves from rain, and it would 
provide a good place for eating lunch safe from seagull attacks 
in summer.

2163 Youth centre in Vallila (temporary) • 600 000 €
A youth centre would enable young people to do their 
homework in peace and rest and relax after their school day. 
They could also meet new friends and buy affordable snacks 
there.

2319 Observation tower atop Taivaskallio • 150 000 €
An observation tower atop Taivaskallio would inspire Helsinki 
residents to be active outdoors, as the view from the tower 
would be incredible. The tower should be tall to provide a good 
view but also take local history into account.

2166 Art at libraries! • 100 000 €
I propose art at libraries! For children and adults.

1809 Accessible fishing spots • 150 000 €
Most fishing spots are unsuitable for people with reduced 
mobility. There is a need for accessible fishing spots with 
benches, a paved route and a steady pier.

2169 Non-commercial, accessible cultural facility and 
meeting place with good transport connections for 
people of all ages • 400 000 €
An accessible cultural facility and meeting place for people 
of all ages, intended for spending time without obligatory 
consumption. The facility would provide an opportunity for 
people to foster a community spirit, encounter others and 
spend leisure time.

2321 Bio-based artificial turf in Violanpuisto Park • 
500 000 €
Converting the sand field of Violanpuisto Park into a field with a 
bio-based (non-rubber) artificial turf.

2324 Insect hotels and birdhouses in parks • 150 000 €
Insect hotels in parks. An insect hotel is an artificial nest built 
for insects. It provides different insects with a place to sleep, 
nest or winter in.

2008 Youth centre in Kalasatama (temporary) • 
600 000 €
A space for young people in Kalasatama, providing them 
with a place to get together in after school and engage in 
activities organised by young people. The proposal could be 
implemented as a pop-up facility, with the location decided on 
after the voting.

2178 Trees and bushes in the shore meadow (Arabia 
waterfront park) • 100 000 €
More trees and bushes should be planted in the Arabia 
waterfront park. Adding trees at least by the pathways 
like in the northern part of the park would make the area 
considerably more verdant and lively.

2179 Exercise stairs • 250 000 €
Exercise stairs in Arabianranta, e.g. on the steep Annala hill. 
Exact location of the proposal to be determined after the 
voting.

2014 Ice park • 150 000 €
An ice park and an ice skating rink at the Suvilahti event field. 
The ice park and its surroundings could feature lighting and 
music, and there could be a variety of cultural and market 
events there.

2181 Outdoor events • 60 000 €
Fitness classes at the park, outdoor movies or maybe public 
orienteering evenings in Konepajanpuisto, Alppipuisto, Central 
Park and Arabianranta.

2184 Verkkosaari canal fountain • 661 605 €
The end of the Verkkosaari canal in Kalasatama could be 
equipped with a fountain or a pump that would circle the water 
so that it would not be so murky and filled with debris. This 
would allow the people to enjoy the canal area and the fountain 
more.

1829 Brighter and more comfortable Itä-Pasila • 
200 000 €
Replacing the grey plate railings of the Itä-Pasila pedestrian 
bridges with metal mesh, repairing the stairwells and 
improving lighting, as well as increasing the maintenance 
cleaning in the area.

2341 A safe sledding hill for children in Länsi-Pasila • 
150 000 €
It would replace the unsafe and unofficial sledding hill next to 
Palkkatilankatu at the edge of Central Park. A new one could be 
built near Central Park.

1830 Renovation and maintenance of Vanha 
teatterikenttä in Itä-Pasila and benches for the area • 
200 000 €
Renovation and maintenance of Vanha teatterikenttä sports 
field in Itä-Pasila, and adding benches on the edge of the park. 
Organising events could also be facilitated with a movable 
stage and temporary event electricity. Temporary event 
electricity is also a possibility.

1832 Communal Christmas event and market • 
100 000 €
It would be nice to gather together during the Christmas 
season to a Christmas market, to listen to music and watch 
performances. The Konepaja area could be a suitable event 
area, or the events could be held at different parts of the 
central area.
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1834 Recreational places for families and young people 
• 150 000 €
Facilities for low-threshold activities for residents, families and 
young people in the central area. Premises are also needed 
in the evenings and on weekends. The youth facilities and 
exercise halls could be made available for this purpose, for 
example.

1838 Improved route from Vallila to KäPa football 
fields between the Hoas buildings • 60 000 €
The sandy route is worn and challenging to traverse. The 
route’s renovation would improve safety and facilitate access 
to the valley and the Käpylän Pallo football fields, which is a 
popular spot for people of all ages.

2351 More diverse vegetation in Itä-Pasila – Greener 
Itä-Pasila • 150 000 €
Adding trees and planted greenery in Itä-Pasila to increase 
the attractiveness of the city district. The planting boxes of 
Veturikatu, Veturintori Square and Topparinkuja could be 
updated to make them lusher, and more trees could be added 
in the area.

2195 Helsinki, Friend of the Environment: Our Area! 
(V 2.0) • 500 000 €
The digital Ympäristö-Ystävä (Friend of the Environment) tools 
enable the calculation of carbon and environmental footprint. 
The tool offers recommendations for emission reductions. The 
users can compare the results within their own area. 

1844 Green roofs for old residential areas – a guide to 
housing companies • 35 000 €
The city’s green roof policy to promote concrete help, advice 
and funding for housing companies who want to turn their 
roofs into green roofs.

2197 A city district event for Pasila • 100 000 €
A touring cultural event (for west, east, north and central 
Pasila), Pasila Fest, that is organised in cooperation with 
the area’s different operators. The event would bring people 
together to enjoy music, food and diverse arts.

2352 More recreational activities at schools • 
150 000 €
Recreational activities for pupils of 3rd grade and over should 
also be increased at schools. Guided, affordable recreational 
activities right after school days would increase the children’s 
well-being.

2027 Artificial turf field for the Annala field • 
300 000 €
An artificial turf field should be built in Annala sports field, 
maybe also a stand and dressing rooms. The park is in poor 
condition, and it is a historic location as the founding place of 
Toukolan Teräs. It used to be a popular recreational spot.

2198 Improving comfort in parks • 250 000 €
Increasing the attractiveness of parks. For example, a 
barbecue place and table groups in the Dallapénpuisto and 
Alppipuisto parks. Fitness equipment for the park at the 
intersection of Helsinginkatu and Linnunlauluntie.

1849 Helsinki history tours • 200 000 €
History tours related to the different fortresses, buildings and 
regions of Helsinki. Knowing the history of one’s own home 
town helps people put down roots and encourages them to 
take better care of the city.

2358 CONTINUANCE TO THE KÄPYLÄ 
COMMUNITY HOUSE! • 500 000 €
Continuing the activities of the community house and 
increasing them to meet the needs. The house would be a 
venue for e.g. cultural, recreational and voluntary activities. 
There has been a great need and use for the services of the 
house.

2360 Summer jobs for 8th-graders at a community 
kiosk • 100 000 €
With the help of an instructor, the young people could practise 
running a café in the Intiankatu canopy kiosk while also 
producing small events around the kiosk. This would give them 
some pocket money and valuable work experience.

2201 Clearing the forest area next to Koskela school 
and daycare centre to make it a safer place to move 
around in • 60 000 €
Clearing away the fallen trees and the stumps in the forest 
area, drying the wet areas or building duckboards for 
promoting exercise and play. An outdoor auditorium for school 
classes or daycare trips outside.

2361 A community activity track for parkour, circus 
and street art use • 300 000 €
A circular temporary activity track for circus tricks and 
parkour made from solid, box-like objects, with a canopy next 
to it to protect people from the rain. The canopy would offer a 
spot for doing street and graffiti art.
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2204 Renovation of the Hämeentie skateboard park • 
250 000 €
Hämeentie skateboard park is the only place in Helsinki where 
you can skate on rainy days. The park is in very poor condition 
and in desperate need of extensive renovation or even 
reconstruction.

2367 Postipuisto street festival • 60 000 €
Let’s turn Postipuisto into a lively centre of culture for one 
weekend! Music, street food, a flea market, street floorball 
tournament and happy encounters. Let’s make Postipuisto a 
familiar place for us and everyone else.

2369 A woodworking workshop for residents • 
35 000 €
A woodworking workshop for (west) Pasila, where local 
residents can come to do woodworking.

2372 Intensified removal and prevention of unwanted 
graffiti in the Torkkelinmäki and Kurvi area • 60 000 €
Intensified removal and prevention of unwanted graffiti for 
two years to increase comfort and the sense of safety. More 
resources for creating high-quality street art and increasing 
lighting.

2208 Relaxation deck for Arabianranta • 350 000 €
A floating relaxation deck with benches in Arabianrantapuisto 
in the southern part of Vanhankaupunginlahti. The deck would 
be a great resting place and a scenic spot, and a good bird 
watching spot.

2373 Recreational equipment for lesson breaks at 
schools to prevent bullying • 60 000 €
Studies show that getting to know others through shared 
activities prevents bullying. I suggest acquiring recreational 
equipment that are lended to pupils during lesson breaks, such 
as tennis rackets, basketballs, frisbees, hula hoops, skipping 
ropes.

1861 Outdoor ping pong tables for parks • 100 000 €
Outdoor ping pong tables for parks, e.g. along Kumpulantaipale 
in Kumpula, near Lehdokki playground in Itä-Pasila, at 
Maistraatintori square or Maistraatinpuisto park.

2214 Winter swimming and sauna in the Kalasatama 
area • 250 000 €
Kalasatama is a beautiful area surrounded by the sea, where 
the sea would offer great recreational opportunities. However, 
the area does not have any kind of winter swimming facilities. 

2042 Jungle gym for Lenininpuisto • 150 000 €
Lenininpuisto could use more play equipment that increase 
physical activity, such as a jungle gym. One football goalpost 
could be placed in the sandy area of Lenininpuisto to promote 
exercise.

1863 Resident space in Vallila • 500 000 €
A shared resident space would support local community 
spirit and bring together the area’s different operators. 
The premises could also be available for reservation for 
organisations, communities and local residents.

2217 Virtual travel for the elderly • 60 000 €
Virtual trips for elderly people who are no longer able to travel 
the world, e.g. people living in service centres or similar.

2378 Clean route from Postipuisto to Käpylä station • 
60 000 €
The route should firstly be marked from Kippikuja to 
Lukkosepänraitti. Secondly, the route should be cleared from 
any rubbish and overgrown vegetation.

1868 Tables with benches/resting places for the 
central major district • 150 000 €
More seats and tables in market areas and along the streets 
in e.g. Arabianranta, Alppila, Hermanni, Kallio, Käpylä, Koskela, 
Hakaniemi Market Square, as well as in the different parks in 
the area and Central Park.

1869 Pedestrian crossing over Metsäläntie along the 
Keskuspuistontaipale route • 60 000 €
The population in Pohjois-Pasila park is constantly growing. 
A safe crossing point over Metsäläntie or an underpass is 
needed towards Central Park and Maunulan Maja.

2219 Separate dog park areas for small and large dogs 
(Pengerpuisto dog park) • 200 000 €
Dog parks should be extended so that they can accommodate 
separate fenced areas for small and large dogs, for example in 
Pengerpuisto. The park should also be lit better, as many dog 
parks are very dark.

2220 Mural for Koskela Youth Centre’s wall • 100 000 €
A mural on the wall of the Youth Centre, or a work of art/
mural to another central place in Koskela. Koskela residents, 
especially young people, should be included in the design and 
implementation of the work.

2382 Blooming Helsinki – seasonal flowers in the 
central area • 150 000 €
Planted seasonal flowers, similar to those in the city centre, to 
the central area. Plants suitable for the season throughout the 
year; daffodils, pansies, summer flowers and heathers. Let’s 
turn Helsinki into a proper garden town!

2052 Prioritising walking and cycling on 
Sompasaarenlaituri • 150 000 €
Modifying the surroundings of Sompasaarenlaituri so that it 
favours walking and cycling in order to reduce traffic speeds 
and increase pedestrian safety. Adding planted vegetation and 
bike stands in the area.

2054 Improving the Sturenkatu cycling lane • 
150 000 €
The Sturenkatu cycling lane and its paving need to be 
improved, as it is in poor condition at places. This would 
increase the safety of both pedestrians and cyclists.

2059 Space for a knitting and crocheting club • 
100 000 €
We should establish a place where people of different ages 
could meet each other and knit and crochet together. This 
would also allow the locals to get to know each other.

1882 KURVI FOR ALL – more events and help for 
people on the streets of Kurvi! • 500 000 €
The idea is to test how the Kurvi area can be made more 
attractive with the help of events and to offer outreaching 
preventative help for the people spending their time in the 
area.

1884 More meadows and meadow activities • 
200 000 €
The current meadows should be expanded and new meadows 
founded. A resident survey and event regarding the new 
meadows and their location should be held, and meadow 
volunteer work and meadow walks arranged. Information 
boards on the meadows.
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2400 Illuminating the trees around the roundabout • 
60 000 €
The roundabout in the junction of Pohjolankatu, Käpyläntie, 
Kunnalliskodintie and Oulunkyläntie is an impressive place. 
Illuminating the trees in the area would be a great way to 
highlight the place that beautifully connects the Koskela and 
Käpylä areas.

1888 Parkour park • 100 000 €
A high-quality park for doing parkour, a public place for play 
and exercise. The park would have various pipes and levels to 
practise parkour techniques.

2233 Swimming places in the central area • 350 000 €
The central area will soon have 100,000 inhabitants, and the 
area has several kilometres of shoreline, but no swimming 
places. I propose several small swimming spots to be built 
along the shoreline of our area.

2063 Playground equipment and exercise places for 
school yards in the central area • 200 000 €
Opportunities for exercise and play should be increased in 
school yards or nearby parks. Adding equipment as requested 
by the school pupils, such as jungle gyms, swings, in-ground 
trampolines, basketball hoops.

2066 Dog park to Hermanni • 300 000 €
Shared dog park for large and small dogs to Hermanninpuisto 
Park or its immediate vicinity. Equipped with benches and 
lights, as well as access through a ‘hallway’ to make arrival 
safer.

2067 Shared joy through community gardening • 
100 000 €
Community gardens should be made more visible by listing 
them in the City’s website and the service map, for example. 
Founding new community gardens should be easier. 
Cooperation between the park or regional maintenance and 
community gardens.

2069 Turning Pohjolankatu into a school street without 
passage through for cars • 661 605 €
Kottby Lågstadieskola is expanding and will have 500 pupils in 
the future. Pohjolankatu is a popular route to the school, and 
children over the age of twelve need to cycle on the car lanes. 
Safer school roads for children, implemented based on a vote.

1893 Graffiti parks to Alppila, Kallio and Vallila • 
200 000 €
Graffiti parks open to all that offer the opportunity to paint on 
different surfaces. The surfaces would regularly be painted 
white. This would mitigate creating illegal graffiti.

2406 Boulders suitable for climbing to 
Kalasatama area • 150 000 €
Adding a few large boulders in the area, e.g. in a park. These 
would be natural elements well suited to the look of the area 
while also offering a climbing place and play area for children 
(and adults, too).

1898 Lighting to Allotrianpuisto Park (Gandhi park) • 
350 000 €
Allotrianpuisto is now dark in the evenings. Illuminating the 
park would help residents (drivers, cyclists and pedestrians) to 
notice each other in the junction areas near the park.

2242 Green activity area to Kumpula • 400 000 €
A relaxed, lush park with wild plants to support the physical 
activity of both children and adults. The park could feature a 
climbing area made from e.g. wood. In-ground trampolines. 
Planting flowers and vegetation while honouring the vision of 
Elisabeth Koch, the mother of the local gardening scene.

2243 More attractiveness and safety to Kalasatama 
and the Suvilahti area through greenery • 250 000 €
Increasing the greenery and attractiveness of Kalasatama and 
the Suvilahti area by planting various trees and flowers, and 
with flower pots. More cherry trees, for example.
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2413 Flower power for people and pollinators • 
200 000 €
Let’s plant natural flowering pollinator plants – especially berry 
bushes and fruit trees. Could be partly implemented through 
volunteer work and made visible through signs and maps.

2415 More lighting for Kinaporinkatu and the park • 
250 000 €
Better lighting also increases the safety in the area.

2077 Fountain back to Töölönlahti • 200 000 €
Returning the fountain, with added water and light show, e.g. 
to a performance by Musiikkitalo or the Opera House. Like 
before, the water jets would react to harsh wind by turning 
down the volume to avoid splashing water onto nearby villas.

2416 More greenery for the areas of Kallio, Harju, 
Sörnäinen and Vallila! • 661 605 €
More greenery, such as trees and planted flowers. After the 
previous OmaStadi round, the city identified four ways of 
bringing more greenery to the central area, and these should 
be taken into use.

2246 More comfort to playgrounds in Pasila • 
600 000 €
Pasila playgrounds could be made more comfortable by 
renovating them and adding new opportunities for play. 
Educational playgrounds, e.g. Sanna Maistraatinpuisto, 
Velodrome hill.

2081 Kids’ dialogue for Helsinki • 100 000 €
Let’s make our young people the best conversationalists in the 
world and help them understand each other! School pupils 
participate in Kids’ dialogue where they discuss the themes of 
everyday safety, equality and well-being.

2083 Development of the Oulunkyläntie park • 
500 000 €
Modernising and lighting the Oulunkyläntie sports field for the 
residents of the growing Koskela and Oulunkylä areas. The 
park could have e.g. outdoor ball game courts, a skateboarding 
ramp, an outdoor gym, a renovated playground, etc.

2084 Summer expansion to Karhupuisto • 150 000 €
An experiment where the Fleminginkatu park section could 
be closed for car traffic in the summer, combining the 
Karhupuisto and Matti Heleniuksen puisto parks into one, 
uninterrupted area. Temporary plantations and seating 
could be added. The residents are heard during the planning 
process.

2085 Improving local nature • 60 000 €
Signs in different languages near water areas about the rights 
of wild animals, the duty to clean up fishing lines, hooks and 
rubbish, as well as the feeding of animals and acting with 
caution around them.

2086 Lush planting boxes to cheer up Hämeentie from 
Hakaniemi to Kurvi • 150 000 €
A series of green oases along Hämeentie to bring greenery and 
add resting areas. E.g. large planting boxes with various plants, 
surrounded by seats for people-watching.

2420 ‘Kallio through my eyes’ platform • 60 000 €
Platform to experience Kallio through the eyes of its people! 
For example, walking tours, sound design installations, photo/
art exhibitions. The platform should foster a neighbourhood 
that creates awareness and appreciation for diversity.

2421 More diverse Konepajanpuisto – greenery and 
activities • 600 000 €
Let’s make the Konepajanpuisto playground more diverse by 
adding new play equipment for children of different ages, also 
for older kids. More activities in the park, vegetation, trees and 
a barbecue spot.

2089 Renovation of the Akseli Toivonen sports field • 
600 000 €
Modernising the Akseli Toivonen sand field to inspire the local 
children, youth and adults to exercise outdoors. Artificial turf, 
basketball court, skateboarding rink, outdoor gym, jungle gym, 
play equipment, etc.

2090 Duckboards for the beach park of 
Hermanninranta • 100 000 €
The beach park of Hermanni should have duckboards to 
facilitate walking and cycling, as the area is often flooded with 
sea water. A solution should be found that allows passage 
through the area also when the water rises.

2425 Speed bumps near daycare centres and schools • 
100 000 €
Speed bumps near daycare centres and schools. It is not easy 
for drivers to spot small children in traffic, which is why the 
environment should be made safer to younger children.
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Northeastern voting district consists of: Latokartano (Viikinranta, Latokartano, Viikin tiedepuisto, 
Viikinmäki, Pihlajamäki, Pihlajisto), Pukinmäki, Malmi (Ylä-Malmi, Ala-Malmi, Tattariharju, Malmin 
lentokenttä, Tapaninvainio, Tapanila), Suutarila (Siltamäki, Töyrynnummi), Puistola (Tapulikaupunki, 
Puistola, Heikinlaakso, Tattarisuo, Alppikylä), Jakomäki
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1734 Music classroom for Helsinki residents 
(temporary) • 300 000 €
 A music classroom in the Viikki Youth Centre area that young 
people could reserve for playing and practising. The music 
classroom should feature all common instruments and other 
important commodities for playing music.

1737 Vaskipelto dog park • 250 000 €
Renewing and modernising the Vaskipelto dog park. Improving 
the ground of the park and building a fenced off exit area. The 
current size of the park must be preserved in the renewal.

2100 Improving the Puistola station region • 150 000 €
Improving the Puistola station region. Installing clear signage 
in public places and a guidepost on the Maatulli square to 
direct visitors to local services, and increasing lighting and the 
number of benches.

2101 Shining the spotlight on the artists of Puistola 
and Tapulikaupunki • 200 000 €
Creating a model in which local artists get to showcase 
their art 3–4 times a year, e.g. at libraries and assisted living 
facilities. Inviting artists from other areas to take part as well.

2102 Minifootball field in the north-eastern major 
district • 60 000 €
Building a minifootball field with a “goal” in the middle in the 
park. There would be different starting points around the edge 
of the field and courses like in minigolf. Maintenance and ball 
rental services at the field.

2252 Improved safety in Puistola and Tapulikaupunki • 
500 000 €
Increasing safety by means of a communal meeting place 
called ‘Grandma’s Place’, open once a week in the evening. The 
place would feature a chair to sit on and grandmas listening. 
Juice boxes and sweet buns would be served as refreshments.

2253 Communal activities and city friends for seniors 
in the north-eastern major district • 350 000 €
There is a need for easy-to-access city friends to provide the 
seniors of the north-eastern major district with company and 
assistance, as well as a need for communal activities, such as 
service advice and senior discos.

1741 Artificial turf for Ala-Malmi Sports Park • 
400 000 €
Ala-Malmi Sports Park needs an artificial turf to replace the 
outdated sand field. The field would serve several football clubs 
in the area and Helsinki residents in general.

2104 Swimming courses for women and girls in the 
north-eastern major district • 60 000 €
Swimming courses for women and girls in the north-eastern 
major district

2254 Football coaching at the schools of the north-
eastern major district • 35 000 €
Football coaching at schools in the north-eastern major 
district. Hiring an exercise coach, for example, to direct 
football practice or practice sessions in other sports at the 
schools.

2255 Further development of the Suuntimotie park • 
300 000 €
Installing workout equipment with adjustable weights in the 
outdoor exercise site of the park. Building a football rink with 
an artificial turf as well.

1744 Making the playground more pleasant • 
350 000 €
Making the Kurranummi playground or another playground in 
the north-eastern area an outdoor activity site for the whole 
family.

1937 Expanding the Savela freestyle park for skaters 
and beginners • 150 000 €
The Savela freestyle park inspires many young people to go 
out and be active. Proposing building smaller ramps and rails, 
which the park currently lacks. They would encourage younger 
children to familiarise themselves with the sports.

1941 Stairs in Hiidenkivenpuisto Park • 200 000 €
Exercise stairs on the hilly forest path to the top of Hiidenkivi 
on the western side of Hiidenkivenpuisto Park. Increasing 
lighting and nature themes for school pupils’ learning and 
exercise activities.

1942 Upgrading the Nummisuutarinpuisto playground 
• 350 000 €
Changing the swings and the climbing frame and updating 
the cherry and apple tree path signage. Adding the outdoor 
exercise equipment designed for Heikinlaakso to the park as 
well.

1943 Playground at the Fallkulla Domestic Animal Farm 
• 500 000 €
Building a versatile playground that inspires physical activity 
at the beloved family trip destination. The location would 
conveniently serve the new daycare centres planned near the 
area as well.

1752 Balancing equipment at playgrounds and outdoor 
gyms • 100 000 €
Parents and seniors tend to just stand and watch at 
playgrounds. Let us add balancing equipment to the parks for 
adults to practise balancing on.

1950 Renovating the ‘duck pond’ of Sunilanpuisto Park 
in Pukinmäki • 400 000 €
Renovating Sunilanpuisto Park naturally. Ensuring the safety 
of the wood structures, overhauling the benches, increasing 
lighting and tidying up the environment.

2122 Rug-washing spot to increase physical activity 
and communality • 400 000 €
Building “dry land” outdoor rug-washing spots at playgrounds/
exercise sites. Providing a water supply and a sewer system. 
The sites could feature rug wringers and drying racks.

1760 Free-of-charge stop-motion video club for young 
people and students • 60 000 €
Using Legos is a popular way to make stop-motion videos. 
Instructed clubs would enable pupils to make stop-motion 
videos in an encouraging environment. As such, there is a need 
for instructors, a camera, Legos and a computer.

2275 Peaceful study and work facilities at the libraries 
of the north-eastern major district • 35 000 €
Peaceful reservation-free facilities for studying/working at 
the libraries of the north-eastern major district (particularly 
Tapulikaupunki, Tapanila and Suutarila). The facilities would 
feature desks, chairs and electricity outlets for 20 users.
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1761 Intercultural encounters and programmes in the 
north-eastern major district • 350 000 €
There is a need in the north-eastern major district for places 
and programmes that would enable different communities to 
get together on a regular basis to showcase their culture and 
talents in order to promote intercultural communication and 
communality.

2276 Tables and benches and waste bins in Northeast 
Helsinki • 200 000 €
Adding tables and benches to the parks of Malmi, 
Tapulikaupunki and Tapanila in particular. Adding waste bins to 
the parks as well. Placing them by the tables and benches.

2127 Creative physical activity for all ages all year 
round • 150 000 €
Creative, free-of-charge and open dance and body 
conditioning sessions indoors and outdoors regardless of 
skill levels and physical condition. The urban nature could be 
utilised outdoors. Groups would get together at different times.

2128 Developing playground operations • 150 000 €
Extending playground operations until 18.00 so that working 
parents could take part in activities with their children. 
Instructors and equipment are needed for extending the 
operations.

1964 More outdoor gyms in the north-eastern major 
district • 350 000 €
More outdoor gyms with a stretching area, equipment with 
adjustable weights, sit up benches and back trainers. Areas: 
Malmi, Suutarila, Jakomäki, Tapanila, Siltamäki, Tervapääsky, 
Tapaninvainio beach.

1773 Improving the environment of Tapanila Station! • 
150 000 €
Improving the pleasantness of the surroundings of Tapanila 
Station by means such as beautiful plantings, more colours, 
murals and trees.

1966 Improving the environment of Pukinmäki Station! 
• 150 000 €
Improving the verdancy of the surroundings of Pukinmäki 
Station by means such as beautiful plantings, more colours, 
murals and trees.

2135 Be ur self – A project to promote diversity • 
100 000 €
Providing north-eastern comprehensive schools and pupils’ 
leisure time with campaigns, theme days and experts by 
experience talking with young people about racism and sexual 
and gender minorities. Working groups consisting of young 
people.

2136 Improving the throwing platforms of the 
Siltamäki disc golf course • 100 000 €
The throwing platforms of the Siltamäki disc golf course are 
in terrible condition when it rains or the ground is moist. I 
propose extending the concrete platforms to make them 
sufficiently long for run-ups.

2293 Sprucing up Ylä-Malmi Square! • 150 000 €
People spend a lot of time on Ylä-Malmi Square but find the 
environment to be particularly unpleasant. The local residents 
and especially young people would like for the pleasantness of 
the square to be improved through plantings and vegetation.

1790 Basketball and padel court and a hangout place • 
200 000 €
Building a basketball court, a couple of padel courts and 
a hangout place where the sand field is. If this location is 
unsuitable, a better one can be sought elsewhere in the Malmi 
area.

2142 Renovating and expanding the Pukinmäki local 
exercise site • 100 000 €
The Pukinmäki local exercise site is very popular, especially 
the football rink. The place is in need of renovation. Another 
football rink could also be placed in the area.

2298 Communal Lego building for adults • 35 000 €
Building together based on creating a large structure that 
could take a semester to complete. People of all skill levels 
could participate. The City would have to provide a facility, time, 
Legos and an instructor for the building project.

1980 Multi-function field in Tapaninvainio • 150 000 €
Tapaninvainio needs a multi-function field suitable for football 
and basketball, a “cage.” The field could be built on the 
Tapaninvainio beach, by Melontaranta or in the Ollilanpuisto 
field.

1987 Funding for materials and events for a 
‘Helsinki Reads’ campaign • 150 000 €
Organising a ‘Helsinki Reads’ campaign to inspire people of all 
ages to read. Holding various workshops and events. Acquiring 
materials for schools, daycare centres and libraries.

1795 Surveying how well residents’ wishes are 
realised in city planning • 250 000 €
It would be useful to know the degree to which the City realises 
residents’ wishes presented in hearing processes and what 
residents have wished for. Ordering surveys from students 
writing their master’s theses, for example.

2305 Viikinmäki dog park • 250 000 €
The place for the dog park is located by an outdoor activity 
route and has the recommended amount of space for a two-
section dog park. The location would also facilitate building a 
swimming spot for dogs.

1993 Renovating the pedestrian routes of Viikinmäki • 
250 000 €
 Upgrading the pedestrian routes with wooden stairs and 
directing stormwater into the Vantaa River with a small 
drop-down basin in accordance with the creek theme of 
Maarianmaanpuisto. Renovating the downhill areas leading to 
the river as well.

2150 Campaign pilot against graffiti • 35 000 €
A pilot campaign in the Viikinmäki–Pikkukoski area against 
spray paint graffiti in nature and public and private areas. The 
pilot could be used in other areas as well.

2152 Elevating the Jokipolku pedestrian route • 
200 000 €
There is a busy outdoor activity route along the Vantaa River. 
The route is in a depression between Jokipolku and the 
Pukinmäki rug-washing spot, almost down to the water level 
of the river. Elevating the pedestrian route to prevent it from 
being flooded.

1798 Nature path in Puustellinmetsä • 100 000 €
Building an activity-based nature path in the Puustellinmetsä 
forest connecting Suutarila, Töyrynummi and Tapulikaupunki. 
Connecting pedestrian routes and paths would make the route 
an interesting ring path.
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2153 More verdancy in Puistola • 100 000 €
Flowering bushes and trees along Suuntimotie, Puistolanraitti 
and Puistolantie. Summer flowers on the market square. 
Bushes and bulb flowers in the middle of the roundabout. 
Trees in the park area, following the continuous growth 
principle.

2154 Football goals • 35 000 €
Metal football goals! The goals of the school to be demolished 
in 2024 will soon be out of use. They could be moved to the 
empty sand field, or new goals could be acquired for the field.

2157 Dedicated tree for every city district • 100 000 €
I propose planting trees dedicated to each city district. Local 
residents would be heard when selecting the tree species in 
order to make the tree match the spirit of the district as well 
as possible.

2158 Removing invasive plant species and tidying up 
the river shore • 60 000 €
Removing invasive plant species, such as the Himalayan 
balsam. Removing trees in poor condition in Jokivarsi. Adding 
more waste bins and seats.

2001 Renovating the Lestimäki execution site • 
60 000 €
Installing a sign by the memorial rock to provide information 
about the history of the area. There could be seats on the 
hill. The renovation would be carried out with respect for the 
nature of the hill.

2313 Safe facilities for young people in the north-
eastern major district • 600 000 €
More safe hangouts for young people in weekday evenings. 
Establishing living room spaces at the local schools and 
engaging children and young people in planning activities. 
Hiring adults to serve as supervisors.

2162 Renovating the swimming spots along the Vantaa 
River • 60 000 €
Tidying up and clearing the surroundings of the swimming 
spots along the Vantaa River. The area is also in need of better 
maintenance.

2002 Financial education for young people at the 
schools of the north-eastern area • 300 000 €
Young people want to learn more about finances, saving 
money, investments, taxes and managing their own economy.

1804 Electric scooter courses in the north-eastern 
major district • 35 000 €
Electric scooter training for young people in the north-eastern 
area, focusing on both the rider and other people using the 
road. A certificate would be granted for completing the riding 
course.

2003 Sign language teaching at north-eastern 
comprehensive schools • 35 000 €
Sign language teaching at north-eastern comprehensive 
schools for pupils who want it.

2314 Rainbow activities for young people in the north-
eastern major district • 35 000 €
Young people need a safe space in which they can be 
themselves. Providing an opportunity to meet new people and 
find friends among likeminded young people.

2315 ‘Better online security’ media workshop at 
north-eastern schools • 35 000 €
Young people want correct and up-to-date information. Media 
workshops at the schools of the north-eastern major district 
every two years. The workshops would provide information 
about matters such as preventing online bullying.

1806 Overhauling the play areas of Tapanila • 
500 000 €
Overhauling the Ojanvarsipuisto and Päivölänpuisto 
playgrounds. Adding play equipment to the playgrounds to 
inspire older children to be physically active. Involving local 
children in planning the overhaul.

2167 Mural for Kaija Koo in Pihlajamäki • 100 000 €
Kaija Koo is from Pihlajamäki, and her story is an inspiring one. 
A mural would increase the pleasantness of the area and pay 
tribute to Kaija Koo.

2322 Animal hobbies at the comprehensive schools of 
the north-eastern area • 35 000 €
Animal hobbies at the comprehensive schools of the 
north-eastern area. The goal would be to create a positive 
atmosphere and for pupils to get to know new animals to play 
with and pet.

2323 Inspiring break yards for the pupils of 
Puistolanraitti Lower Stage Comprehensive School • 
100 000 €
Breaks are important to us pupils. Let us renovate both yards 
of Puistolanraitti Lower Stage Comprehensive School, adding 
swings, gymnastics bars, slides and climbing frames to them.

2325 Activity park for young people in the Malmi/
Tapanila area • 300 000 €
Building a dedicated outdoor activity area for young people, 
providing them with physical activity and leisure time 
opportunities. For example a basketball court, a massive 
climbing frame, a treehouse, a hangout area and a shelter.

2173 Life-hungry park • 400 000 €
Establishing a park for all age groups featuring attractions 
such as a barbeque site, picnic tables, summer theatre, game 
tables for seniors. Also a flea market and vending tables for 
handicraft makers and farmers.

2010 Lighting on Harjulanpolku • 100 000 €
There is a well-maintained non-motorised traffic route 
between Aulangontie and Pihlajisto, Harjulanpolku. The 
Pihlajisto dog park is located by it. The route is in need of 
lighting.

2015 Outhouse in Tervapääskynpuisto 
(and other parks) • 250 000 €
Adding an outdoor toilet to the new and fancy 
Tervapääskynpuisto park. Children often have to stop their 
games because they have to go home to use the toilet.

2180 Renovation of the sports park • 35 000 €
The exercise path in the Puustellinmetsä Sports Park is in 
poor condition. The signs are also broken. In winter, signs are 
needed to reserve the skiing track for skiers only.

2017 Renovation of dog parks • 350 000 €
Increasing the lighting in the parks, repairing the old and 
broken fences and gates and guiding the runoff waters. More 
trees should also be planted in the parks.
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2185 Outreach youth counselling and support for the 
Suutarila-Siltamäki area • 300 000 €
Outreach youth counselling workers could be hired for the 
Suutarila-Siltamäki-Töyrynummi area, with workers that are 
familiar with the area’s young people and their parents. The 
young people can get guidance, support and advice when 
needed.

2342 Artificial turf for a school sports field at Polku 
Campus • 500 000 €
The sand field of the Polku school building of Pukinmäenkaari 
School could be renovated by adding artificial turf, six new 
large football goals, a wall for kicking balls at and a panna 
arena.

2189 A shared ‘living room’ for all residents in 
Jakomäki • 500 000 €
Jakomäki does not have a shared ‘living room’ for people of all 
ages to get together. Jakomäki needs a space where people 
can come together and spend time together during the day and 
in the evenings.

2190 Barbecue spots in North-eastern areas and 
Jakomäki • 200 000 €
Barbecue spots for the north-eastern and Jakomäki areas. 
Jakomäki has the sandpit, which would be a good place for a 
barbecue spot.

1831 Renovation of ‘Assan kaltsi’, i.e. the corner of 
Suuntimotie and Sirkkalanmäki • 250 000 €
‘Assan kaltsi’ is the small, unmaintained area next to the 
recently renovated Suuntimopuisto Park. The shrubbery in the 
area could be cut, and a pathway, safety fence and workout 
stairs could be built in the area.

2191 Clearing rubbish from the Longinoja trout stream 
• 250 000 €
Himalayan balsam to be weeded out, grit guards to the runoff 
sewers of artificial turf fields, embankments to the borders of 
the field to prevent the grit from getting out, and well filters for 
the runoff sewers in the street network of the catchment area.

2346 Renovation of Kauriinpuisto in Siltamäki • 
300 000 €
Kauriinpuisto in Siltamäki is in terrible condition. The park 
was supposed to be renovated earlier, but the funds planned 
for it have been used for other purposes. I hope that the park 
renovation will come to fruition through OmaStadi.

2348 A community meeting space for adults in 
Malmitalo • 300 000 €
A meeting place for adults should be established as part of 
the Malmitalo premises. The space could have a café and a 
pool table, and it would offer facilities for different courses and 
exercise and well-being activities.

1843 Helsinki, Friend of the Environment: 
Our Area! (V 2.0) • 500 000 €
The digital Ympäristö-Ystävä (Friend of the Environment) tools 
enable the calculation of carbon and environmental footprint. 
The tool offers recommendations for emission reductions. The 
users can compare the results within their own area.

1845 For a safe school journey and the youth of 
Puistola • 350 000 €
The school pupils of Koudantie and Suuntimopuisto schools 
should be protected by adding pedestrian traffic lights, or 
a speed bump and a speed limit sign. The youth in Puistola 
should also have more places for exercise during breaks and a 
youth centre.

2353 Cleanliness and relaxation in Puistola • 150 000 €
Larger bins are needed at bus stops and along walking routes. 
Nummisuutarinpuisto Park should have more benches. The 
appearance of the arboretum could be enhanced by adding a 
picnic place and a bench by the stream.

2203 Renovation of the Pihlajamäki tennis courts • 
100 000 €
The tennis courts in Pihlajamäki are in poor condition. The 
area’s foundation should be renewed before building the new 
courts planned by the City.

1855 Multipurpose field for summer/winter • 
200 000 €
A year-round sports field with dressing rooms/locker rooms 
to be built near the Filpus Daycare Centre and Hietakumpu 
Primary School. Exercise equipment could be installed on the 
side of the field.

2034 Dog park for Puistola • 250 000 €
Puistola has a great deal of dogs. They need a dog park where 
they can run freely and get to know other dogs. A section from 
Suuntimonpuisto could be reserved for a dog park.

2035 Renovation of Maarianmaanpuisto play area • 
200 000 €
Let’s renovate the play area: repairing the foundation, adding a 
slide/sandbox. Viikinmäki has no playground. Changing the play 
area into a playground should also be reviewed.

2377 Opening service homes in Siltamäki to 
residential use • 500 000 €
The protected buildings could be made available for the 
residents to use to promote opportunities for different age 
groups to spend time together, as well as opportunities for 
making culture and art. A shared firepit in the yard and a joint 
garden.

2046 Local poetry on sides of bins in Pihlajamäki • 
35 000 €
Public art makes the surroundings more livelier and gives 
people something interesting to look at along their daily routes. 
Let’s tape some poems to the rubbish bins in the area, with 
themes such as nature and the seasons, for example.

1867 Traffic through the Tapanila villa area • 150 000 €
The speed limit of Päivöläntie, a street running through the 
Tapanila villa area, could be lowered to 30 km/h. The area is a 
protected site, and critters such as hedgehogs and squirrels 
run around the area, as well as children. Speed bumps should 
also be built in the area.

2049 Lighting during dark for Viikinojanpuisto 
playground • 60 000 €
The playground should be lit so that school pupils and toddlers 
can spend time with each other and with their parents in safe 
conditions.

1874 Lawn for the football field at Pukinmäki 
Sports Park • 400 000 €
Converting the current sand field into a field with artificial turf 
or natural lawn. The field should be freely available for children 
and youth without any cost and it should include football 
goalposts.

2051 Renovation plan for the old Malmi Youth Centre • 
150 000 €
A historically valuable building, a former youth centre built in 
1929, is located at the Ylä-Malmi Market Square. The building’s 
condition should be surveyed and a repair plan compiled, with 
cost estimates included.
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2053 Making use of the giant’s kettles • 35 000 €
The giant’s kettles in Aarnikanmäki, Aarnipata and Rauninmalja 
must be given the respect they deserve. A model and/or virtual 
presentation showing the birth of these formations could be 
created.

2223 Space for artists • 687 351 €
Affordable rental facilities from the City for visual artists, 
whether they be professionals or amateurs. Artists could be 
invited to participate in joint cultural projects with the City, 
thereby increasing the area’s value and comfort.

2228 Small play area for Nyyttipuisto in Alppikylä • 
300 000 €
Nyyttipuisto should have a small play area for (young) children, 
with a swing, a slide and a small sandbox. There could also be a 
fence around the park.

2395 Renewing the Unikko Playground yard to serve 
children of all ages • 600 000 €
The yard of Unikko Playground is in need of a new look: in-
ground trampolines, a slide and a jungle gym for older children, 
artificial turf for the football field and spider web swings.

2397 More natural flower meadows and meadow 
activities • 200 000 €
Resident survey on meadows, and turning lawns in infrequent 
use into meadows with information boards based on the 
results. Arranging meadow walks and volunteer events. 
Planting natural flowers to Siltalanpuisto.

2399 Stormwater filters • 300 000 €
Stormwater filters that collect any debris from water flowing 
to sewers are often used in Finland. The north-eastern area 
should have these filters in areas where they play a key role in 
keeping our marine areas clean.

2235 Gardening together at community gardens • 
100 000 €
Community gardens should be made more visible by listing 
them in the City’s website and the service map, for example. 
Founding new community gardens should be easier. 
Cooperation between the park or regional maintenance and 
community gardens.

2407 Bird-friendly construction • 150 000 €
Improving the bird-friendliness of the built environment 
by means such as installing birdhouses onto buildings and 
applying patterns to large glass structures. Developing bird 
feeding in winter.

1897 Tennis wall for Siltamäki Sports Park and other 
tennis locations • 60 000 €
A large enough tennis wall to Siltamäki Sports Park and other 
tennis locations, and artificial turf for practising tennis as solo-
play.

1903 Flower power for people and pollinators • 
200 000 €
Let’s plant natural flowering pollinator plants – especially berry 
bushes and fruit trees. Could be partly implemented through 
volunteer work and made visible through signs and maps.

1908 More light! Better surfaces for the dog park! • 
150 000 €
The surfaces of the dog park on Henrik Forsiuksen tie need to 
be renovated. The safety of the park and the parking area of 
Lehto Areena and the sports field can be increased by better 
lighting.

2248 Kids’ dialogue for Helsinki • 100 000 €
Let’s make our young people the best conversationalists in the 
world and help them understand each other! School pupils 
participate in Kids’ dialogue where they discuss the themes of 
everyday safety, equality and well-being.

2087 Turning ‘Monttu’ into the beating heart of 
Pihlajisto • 300 000 €
The area could be equipped with a movable performance 
stage, a permanent canopy, benches for the audience, outdoor 
loudspeakers, lights and a fixed projection screen on the wall. 
The fountain could be opened and the tunnel taken into use.

1914 Skateboarding area for Maarianmaanpuisto • 
400 000 €
A skateboarding area and outdoor gym for 
Maarianmaanpuisto. The gym could be similar to the one close 
to the Eläintarha skateboarding park, for example.

2424 Poem and story times for children at libraries • 
150 000 €
Weekly poem times for families with infants and children in the 
northeast. These moments could include nonsense poems, 
stories and meeting other children and parents. Advertising 
through Instagram and the City’s website.

1918 Renovating the sports field: 
football field/skating rink • 60 000 €
Renovating the sand field of Heinäpellonpuisto into a football 
field with goalposts in the summer and freezing it into an ice 
skating rink in the winter.

2091 Peer support for parents of school-age children 
(Malmi) • 150 000 €
Regular peer meetings for parents of school-age children, with 
expert lectures on various topics. These could be held at the 
Filpus, Kotinummi or Traktori playgrounds.

1921 Professional-level filming equipment for 
non-commercial movie production! • 60 000 €
Film production cameras, cine prime lenses and other 
professional-level equipment for film enthusiasts. The finished 
productions could be edited at Oodi.

2429 Viikkari playground in need of renovation 
and modernisation • 400 000 €
Viikkari playground is in active use by families with children of 
different ages. The park needs a renovation and more shaded 
areas and spots for eating snacks.
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Western voting district consists of: Reijola (Laakso, Vanha Ruskeasuo, Pikku Huopalahti, 
Meilahti), Munkkiniemi (Niemenmäki, Munkkivuori, Talinranta, Vanha Munkkiniemi, Kuusisaari, 
Lehtisaari), Haaga (Etelä-Haaga, Kivihaka, Pohjois-Haaga, Lassila, Pikku Huopalahti), Pitäjänmäki 
(Tali, Pajamäki, Pitäjänmäen yritysalue, Reimarla, Marttila, Konala), Kaarela (Kannelmäki, 
Maununneva, Malminkartano, Hakuninmaa, Kuninkaantammi, Honkasuo)
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1738 Be-a-Friend-to-Me House / Good Mood House • 
500 000 €
An open gathering place for people of all ages, featuring a 
wide variety of activities and facilitating intergenerational 
encounters. Children will bring liveliness and joy, while seniors 
will share their life wisdom.

1928 Children’s park • 500 000 €
Konala needs a good and modern children’s park. There are 
nice renewed parks in Kannelmäki, but they are a long distance 
away. Could Playground Piika, for example, be modernised?

1742 Renovating the Hakuninmaa/Paloheinä roller 
skiing track and adding a paved training area • 
200 000 €
Paving the sand field near the Paloheinä ski stadium with 
asphalt to make it into a roller skiing training site for the 
summer season. In the winter skiing season, the place would 
serve as an additional parking area.

2106 Renovation of Playground Kielipolun 
korttelipuisto • 60 000 €
Playground Kielipolun korttelipuisto in Kannelmäki is in need of 
sprucing up. The current play equipment and chairs should be 
renovated. There is a need for a new slide for young children.

1933 Lighting for the Riukuharju pedestrian route • 
100 000 €
A section of the pedestrian route needs lighting! In winter, 
a roughly 100-metre section of Riukutie 1–Vihdintie is never 
ploughed even though it is actively used and the most direct 
route to bus stops, the local S-market and the upper stage 
comprehensive school.

1748 Swings for the physically disabled • 35 000 €
All children should be able to ride a swing in the park. Riding a 
swing may be the only activity that a hypotonic child is able to 
do in the park. Ordinary baby swings or accessible seat swings 
are unsuitable for them.

1936 Place for bike maintenance and washing • 
100 000 €
There are relatively few opportunities for washing bikes in the 
city area. Proposing establishing a bike maintenance facility at 
the sports hall. The sewer system would separate grease and 
sand, and the facility would feature maintenance racks and 
equipment.

1749 Renovating the Poutamäki dog park • 250 000 €
Many people walk their dogs in the area, and the park is in 
need of an overhaul. The fences are low and old. The park could 
feature separate sides for large and small dogs. More activities 
for dogs.

1750 Outdoor activity and exercise friend • 250 000 €
Many seniors and people with reduced mobility need help with 
outdoor activities. Let us facilitate this by increasing volunteer 
work! One option would be to utilise the third sector for help 
with outdoor activities and hiking.

2263 Seurasaari shore cove: a picnic and 
swimming spot in Seurasaari • 100 000 €
There is an attractive but overgrown shore cove south of the 
swimming facility towards the summer restaurant. The area 
could be brought to life with facilities such as a landing spot for 
row boats, an accessible swimming spot and a shore garden.

2112 Exercise-based meeting place in Pihkapuisto 
for children, young people and families with children • 
350 000 €
Pihkapuisto Park is in need of sprucing up to make it inspire 
independent exercise. The game field surface could be 
restored, the wading pool could be transformed for scooter 
riding or basketball, disc golf baskets could be added and the 
lighting could be improved.

2118 Renovating the Kannelmäki tennis courts • 
60 000 €
The Kannelmäki tennis courts were “renovated” and paved 
with concrete. Playing on concrete in hard on the knees, ankles 
and back. Let us restore the artificial turf and make playing 
tennis enjoyable and ergonomic again.

2269 Rug-washing spot to increase physical activity 
and communality • 400 000 €
Building “dry land” outdoor rug-washing spots at playgrounds/
exercise sites. Providing a water supply and a sewer system. 
The sites could feature rug wringers and drying racks.

2271 Football field in Maununneva • 400 000 €
A proper artificial turf field in Maununneva. There are no 
football fields and few good opportunities for sports. I know 
many young people in the area who play football, including 
myself.

2123 More waste bins in the area • 60 000 €
It would be nice to have more waste baskets and bins in 
Pitäjänmäki, as the ground is heavily littered, harming the 
environment and people. A tidy place would be more pleasant 
to live and spend time in.

1762 Self-operated amusement park attraction • 
60 000 €
For example, a roller coaster in which one person would paddle 
with another person sitting as a passenger. Or the device could 
be set into motion by pulling a rope. Older children/teenagers 
would like to visit the park and engage in outdoor activities.

1957 Marked running and mountain biking trails • 
100 000 €
A marked MTB trail and more marked paths in Central Park 
for cyclists and trail runners. The signage could show the level 
of challenge and the correct direction. From Central Park in 
Laakso to Pitkäkoski and Haltiala.

1766 Bird-friendly construction • 150 000 €
Improving the bird-friendliness of the built environment 
by means such as installing birdhouses onto buildings and 
applying patterns to large glass structures. Developing bird 
feeding in winter.

2130 Campfire spot in Central Park • 200 000 €
A campfire spot in Central Park, e.g. near Ruskeasuo. 
Equipping the site with waste bins and firewood.

1767 More meadows and meadow activities 
– natural and wild meadows • 100 000 €
Strengthening the Haaganpuro meadow route. A resident 
survey and event regarding the locations and meadow 
walks, volunteer projects, seed collecting and info signs. 
New maintenance plans created with residents for Mätäjoki 
(Malminkartano–Pitäjänmäki).
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2133 Dog park (Jyrkinkallio dog pen) and 
children’s play area • 300 000 €
The fences of the dog park are in poor condition and dogs are 
able to slip under them. The fences should be overhauled, and 
the children’s area at the edge of the field could be expanded 
and improved at the same time, and why not have an outdoor 
gym for adults there as well.

1770 Sponsor grandmas and grandpas • 150 000 €
Holding reading moments at daycare centres and at schools 
for young people; pensioners would read fairytales and tell 
stories from times past and their own lives. A grandma or a 
grandpa would hold a ‘reminiscing moment’ with the children.

1776 Lifesaving volunteer project • 60 000 €
Everyone participating in swimming school in the city would 
receive one extra swimming session for their course free of 
charge. This session would involve teaching lifesaving skills for 
swimmers in accordance with the level of the group.

1972 Barbecue sites in the parks of Meilahti! • 
200 000 €
We propose barbecuing opportunities for Meilahti. Barbecue 
sites enable people to cook food together and in a communal 
manner. People spend more time outside when barbecuing, 
which promotes the development of their relationship with 
nature.

1782 Making the surroundings of the Huopalahti 
railway station more verdant and pleasant • 150 000 €
Improving the pleasantness of the surroundings of the 
Huopalahti railway station by means such as plantings, more 
colours, murals and trees. The station is used a lot, so making 
the environment pleasant is important.

1974 Making the surroundings of the Kannelmäki 
railway station more verdant and pleasant • 150 000 €
Improving the pleasantness of the surroundings of the 
Kannelmäki railway station by means such as plantings, more 
colours, murals and trees. The station is used a lot, so making 
the environment pleasant is important.

1783 Group walks for all ages • 60 000 €
Regular group walks that people of different ages could take 
part in. The walks could be advertised in the local paper. For 
seniors, being active together brings safety and company.

2295 Making the surroundings of the Pohjois-Haaga 
railway station more verdant and pleasant • 150 000 €
Improving the pleasantness of the surroundings of the Pohjois-
Haaga railway station by means such as plantings, more 
colours, murals and trees. The station is used a lot, so making 
the environment pleasant is important.

2140 Making the surroundings of the Pitäjänmäki 
railway station more verdant and pleasant • 200 000 €
Improving the pleasantness of the surroundings of the 
Pitäjänmäki railway station by means such as plantings, more 
colours, murals and trees. The station is used a lot, so making 
the environment pleasant is important.

1786 Multi-function field for local exercise and play • 
150 000 €
We propose placing a multi-function field in Ratsaspuisto 
Park in Ruskeasuo. The field would be small but serve as an 
excellent place for people of different ages to get together and 
engage in different ballgames, exercise and play.

1787 Renovating the grass field to make it 
a multi-sport field • 100 000 €
The football field of Ruskeasuo Sports Park could be 
renovated. It could facilitate other sports played on a grass 
field as well. It is the only freely usable full-size field in the area.

1982 Developing the Von Glanin puisto park • 
350 000 €
Developing the park to make the environment more pleasant 
to residents. New play equipment, a slide, an outdoor exercise 
point, benches, and disc golf baskets, football goals, etc. in the 
empty grass areas.

1988 Funding for materials and events for a ‘Helsinki 
Reads’ campaign • 200 000 €
Organising a ‘Helsinki Reads’ campaign to inspire people of all 
ages to read. Holding various workshops and events. Acquiring 
materials for schools, daycare centres and libraries.

1992 Surveying how well residents’ wishes are 
realised in city planning • 250 000 €
It would be useful to know the degree to which the City realises 
residents’ wishes presented in hearing processes and what 
residents have wished for. Ordering surveys from students 
writing their master’s theses, for example.

2308 Increasing the vitality of the Haaga area with 
exercise sites • 300 000 €
Building City-owned tennis courts in Etelä-Haaga. Gym 
equipment for adults by children’s play areas. This would 
enable adults to exercise while children play.

1797 Landscaping of Kuusikallio (Mannerheimintie–
Kuusitie–Pihlajatie) with respect for the area’s rocky 
nature and architecture • 100 000 €
Making Kuusikallio more pleasant to residents and passers-by. 
Implementation with respect for the area’s rocky nature and 
architecture, by planting trees, bushes and plants in the sand 
field of the area, among other places.

1996 Dedicated tree for every city district • 100 000 €
I propose planting trees dedicated to each city district. Local 
residents would be heard when selecting the tree species in 
order to make the tree match the spirit of the district as well 
as possible.

1999 Renovating the environment along 
the creek in Lassila • 200 000 €
Renovating Lassilanoja and the adjacent park patch, as well 
as Punnuspolku, with respect for biodiversity. Ensuring that 
the water level will not rise up to the stairs of the houses along 
Punnuspolku.

2312 Winter swimming spot • 100 000 €
A winter swimming spot is needed at the Palettilampi pond in 
the Kuninkaantammi area. The following features are wanted: 
Good lighting in the area and at the stairs of the swimming 
spot so that people can see when descending the stairs into 
the water. A warm changing cabin that can be accessed with 
a key and features a toilet. Flowing water at the end of the 
pier, i.e. a motor to keep the water flowing and prevent it from 
freezing over, facilitating winter swimming.

2161 Lighting in the outdoor exercise area • 60 000 €
Lighting for the Pitkäkoski outdoor gym. The gym gets very 
dark in the evening, making it difficult to see the adjustment 
knobs of the equipment early in the morning or late in the 
evening. The lighting would also keep the area safer.
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1808 Helsinki paddles • 100 000 €
Having the City draw up a Paddling Strategy for canoeing and 
kayaking that would determine a cooperation model and the 
placement and structure types of public landing piers. Piloting 
the concept with two fixed piers.

2005 Exercise services (ballgame teaching) for the 
intellectually disabled and people in need of support • 
100 000 €
Free-of-charge or affordable adjusted ballgame courses for 
young people, adults and seniors with intellectual disabilities. 
Accessible facilities and plain-language teaching that takes the 
participants’ reduced mobility into account.

1810 Meeting place for seniors • 500 000 €
A shared free-of-charge “living room” for seniors would reduce 
loneliness among the elderly. The place would provide an 
opportunity to meet other seniors and find new friends.

2170 Recreation trail in West Helsinki • 60 000 €
People could hike from the Strömberg waterfall all the way 
to Malminkartano via Mätäjokilaakso, especially if the manor 
milieu was renovated. There is already a budget for the shores 
of Central Park in West Helsinki, and the flow of water needs 
to be taken into account now. The Malminkartano orchard 
and tree species park would be the highlights of the hike. The 
Arboretum paths must be reinforced, the broad-leaved trees 
must be trimmed, and rare coniferous trees must also be 
marked. A space could be reserved for a coffee and ice cream 
vendor cart by Juhannuskallio, near the ski trails and the horse 
stable in winter.

1814 Restoring the park areas of Talinranta to their 
level in the 1990s • 60 000 €
Talinranta has been forgotten with regard to its park areas. 
Park plantings after Mesenaatintie 5. A large flower container 
in the middle of the area. Bringing plantings back to the centre 
of the turning loop for bus number 20.

1815 More benches/tables in western Helsinki • 
150 000 €
More benches across western Helsinki. I propose installing 
new benches so that they provide a view to the beautiful 
nature, not traffic.

2011 Sports park for children and adults in Reimarla • 
300 000 €
The large sand field of Jyrkinkallio Park in Reimarla could be 
converted into a sports park similar to the new sports park 
in Kruunuvuorenranta. There are no outdoor activity areas or 
services in the area.

2329 Overhauling the park by Leiviskätie • 200 000 €
Renovating the curbs and asphalt and tidying up the area.

2333 Renovation of the Korppaanpuisto pond • 
60 000 €
The water in the Korppaanpuisto pond and streams does not 
flow properly. They need to be cleared of rubbish. Some of the 
lawn area surrounding the pond could become a meadow to 
attract new animal and insect species.

2019 Lehtisaari green areas • 250 000 €
I’m hoping that the green areas in Lehtisaari and the beach 
path circling the island would be renovated and beautified. I 
would also suggest tarring the bridge between Lehtisaari and 
Kaskisaari.

1828 Climbing spot for the Tali outdoor 
recreational area • 100 000 €
A climbing, i.e. bouldering, spot could be made, either by 
carving it into the rock or by building it. Additionally, the spot 
should be equipped with a safe landing area and signboards. 
This should be built in cooperation with climbing hobbyists.

2021 Hartwall Sports Field • 767 005 €
A new look for the sports field. The sand field could be 
replaced with an athletics/artificial turf field. Schoolchildren 
and residents would be happy to use the field. The sand field 
on Hilatie could also be improved.

2188 A lean-to on top of the Laakso rocky hills • 
100 000 €
A lean-to could be built on top of the Laakso rocky hills in 
Central Park to bring camping closer to Helsinki residents. It 
would be a nice place to fry up a sausage and for a visit with 
young children.Mounted police could monitor the area’s safety 
and comfort.

2345 Community centre for the residents of 
Maununneva and Hakuninmaa • 500 000 €
The community centre would serve all the residents, offering 
facilities for recreation, family and hobby clubs, and culture 
and society activities. The Vuorilinna daycare centre building 
could be a suitable place.

2023 Community space Uusix • 500 000 €
A meeting place could be established in the former Alepa, 
bringing different cultures and age groups together. (High-
quality) evening café, club activities in the morning: arts and 
crafts, language teaching, cooking.

1839 Evening activities at playgrounds • 150 000 €
Guided activities at playgrounds in Kaarela after office hours 
and on weekends. E.g. activities that promote integration 
and activities for young people. This would help families with 
children in the area to get to know each other.

1840 Pump track for Western Helsinki. • 300 000 €
A pump track could be built in Western Helsinki in connection 
to a skatepark. It is an asphalted track with varying terrain 
heights where users can ride on bicycles, scooters or 
skateboards. Potential spots in Malminkartano, Kannelmäki, 
Haaga, Konala

2350 Renovation of the Trumpetti skatepark • 
300 000 €
The Trumpetti skateboarding and scooting park could be 
expanded: ramps for both older and younger skaters, areas 
with planted vegetation, trees, benches off to the sides, 
more lighting. The surrounding sports facilities could also be 
renewed.

2024 Safe passage • 400 000 €
Lighting and paving the pedestrian and cycling path between 
Kuusipuisto and Sireenikatu. It is a popular route, and this 
would make it safer.

2196 Helsinki, Friend of the Environment: 
Our Area! (V 2.0) • 500 000 €
The digital Ympäristö-Ystävä (Friend of the Environment) tools 
enable the calculation of carbon and environmental footprint. 
The tool offers recommendations for emission reductions. The 
users can compare the results within their own area.

2354 A hobby card for children • 150 000 €
Children could use the hobby card to participate in various 
hobbies, such as swimming, gymnastics, football, parkour, 
acrobatics, dance. Vantaa applies a hobby card that could be 
used as a model.
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2355 Mother-and-child clubs providing information 
and support • 100 000 €
More mother-and-child clubs for stay-at-home mothers. 
They allow the mother to develop herself, find courses, make 
friends, and get information about events and hobbies in the 
area. Workers from different services could visit these clubs.

1853 Renovation of the rugby field for young people 
and adults • 300 000 €
Renovating and expanding the field to have more room for 
playing and practice. Fencing the area in order to increase 
safety and adding lights so that the field can also be used after 
dark.

2031 Music Does Good concerts and flea markets at 
Sitratori • 150 000 €
Concerts for Sitratori and other locations in the west. Music 
helps save many of us. Flea markets could also be held at 
Sitratori.

2364 Repair of winter storm damage in Seurasaari 
swimming area’s men’s side • 60 000 €
The damage caused by winter storms reducing the size of 
the men’s side of the area needs to be repaired. A concrete 
foundation must be laid in the area affected by winter storms, 
and the missing side and rear walls need to be built.

2366 Freezing of the bridge going over the railway 
tracks in Sitratori • 200 000 €
The bridge over the tracks towards Sitratori freezes in winter 
and becomes difficult to walk on. Could the bridge be covered 
or heated? People could then walk from the train to the events 
in Kanneltalo under the cover of a canopy.

2368 Inspiring home town paths in Kaarela and 
Pitäjänmäki • 200 000 €
Learning more about the history of the Kaarela and 
Pitäjänmäki areas through inspiring activity points. Renovating 
the signposts along the paths, activating people to use the 
routes through a multilingual application and group walks.

1856 Acquiring a snowmelter • 600 000 €
We should get a snow-melting device to remove/reduce the 
need to store snow in the Mätäjoki field area in Malminkartano

1857 More poetry in the city • 100 000 €
Poetry clubs could be established in the libraries of western 
Helsinki. “Poetry corners” in parks and public areas, with a 
transportable podium and a sound system. These could be 
used for poetry readings and music recitals.

2205 Munkkiniemi Library renovation • 250 000 €
Munkkiniemi Library’s interior is in need of a renovation. The 
children’s section, for example, could have a reading/relaxation 
corner, more colour and light, a small play area. The whole 
library needs more light and the surfaces should be updated.

2370 Lights for Malminkartano artificial hill • 
250 000 €
The unilluminated walking routes around the artificial hill 
should have lights. It would be safer and more pleasant to go 
for a walk or exercise in the hill area.

2211 Sitratori brings the community together • 
60 000 €
Reading clubs about various themes could be held at 
Kannelmäki Library. With hired staff, marketing, material 
procurements. A cross-generational target audience. 
Connected to the Helsinki lukee reading campaign.

2213 Outdoor exercise places to Malminkartano • 
400 000 €
Malminkartano’s own football field. Artificial turf, larger and 
smaller goalposts. A running track around the football field. 
Could be built on the top of Malminkartano, for example. Let’s 
learn the rules of the sport and have fun!

2041 Improvements to outdoor recreation 
opportunities in the Pihkapuisto area • 150 000 €
The parks and sports fields in the Pihkapuisto area are in need 
of a renovation. The surfaces are currently in poor condition 
and the plants are overgrown. The local children don’t have 
proper outdoor recreation facilities.

2375 More outdoor gyms for the western major 
district • 350 000 €
Two outdoor gyms could be built in the western major district’s 
area. An outdoor gym with good weights. This wish has been 
expressed by local youth and the residents in the area.

2215 Cleaning up Sitratori and the Malminkartano 
station’s plaza • 150 000 €
Paving Sitratori and the Malminkartano station’s plaza and 
power-washing the walls. Vegetation, tables and benches 
for Sitratori. A railing in the middle of Sitratori’s staircase, 
improving the station’s stairs and lighting.

2043 Better basketball courts to Malminkartano • 
100 000 €
Improvement and renovation of Malminkartano basketball 
courts. The wish was expressed by the area’s young people to 
the local youth instructors.

1862 Renovation of Malminkartano skate park • 
400 000 €
Renovation of the surfaces of the skateboard park in 
Malminkartano, Ruosilantie 15. The work could be planned in 
more detail with young people.

2044 An arboretum to Kannelmäki • 150 000 €
Different tree species could be planted on the fields between 
Kannelmäki and Malminkartano as an arboretum. An 
arboretum would replace the trees cut from the area, bringing 
variety to the landscape. Cherry trees and other flowering 
trees should also be planted.

2216 Lighting on the pedestrian street between 
Meilahdentie and Heikinniementie • 200 000 €
If the pedestrian pathway between Meilahdentie and 
Heikinniementie were illuminated, it would be easier to walk on 
in the dark. The street is a popular walking and jogging route.

1866 Malminkartano high street • 150 000 €
A Malminkartano ‘high street’ would be the place for local 
residents to find services and shops. The street would go 
from the north of Malminkartano and through the railway 
tunnel to the library, on the shores of the Mätäjoki river, to 
Strömberginkoski rapids.

1872 Lassila Park’s renovation and duckboards 
along the river • 150 000 €
Lighting and waste bins could be added to Lassila Park, and 
the unused field areas could be utilised and renovated into 
recreational use. The shrubs and bushes lining the river could 
be tidied and duckboards built by the river shore.

1875 Warning signs on the detrimental effect 
of untreated water on streams to the covers of 
stormwater sewers and in underpasses • 60 000 €
Warning signs on the walls of underpasses next to trout 
streams and on sewer covers: graffiti are washed away using 
toxic substances and all dirt and debris in the wells carry 
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2385 Water quality in Haaganpuro Stream • 350 000 €
The water quality of the most urban trout stream in Finland 
must be improved. Screens are needed for the stormwater 
wells, snow storage areas must be renovated, wetlands. The 
substances used for washing off unwanted graffiti must be 
prevented from accessing the stormwater sewer.

1877 Swimming dock near Pikku Huopalahti • 
100 000 €
Summer/winter swimming place in or near Pikku Huopalahti. A 
dock or even a beach hut.

2387 Workout stairs near Haaga • 250 000 €
Workout stairs to Haaga or neaby. There are also many hills in 
the Central Park area.

2392 Maintenance building for the visitors of Laajasuo 
Sports Park and Alppiruusupuisto • 600 000 €
The Laajasuo field should have a maintenance building and 
toilet facilities, with a water point included. The best-case 
scenario would be if the building would allow for a summer 
kiosk/equipment rental service led by Youth Work.

1885 Planting flowers at Niemenmäki Plaza for the 
summer or setting up an artwork • 35 000 €
Niemenmäki Plaza could be enhanced by adding a flower pot in 
the area for the summer or a small artwork behind the bench. 
Niemenmäki has been left behind other areas in terms of 
elements added for comfort and renovations.

2231 Living room for Kannelmäki • 500 000 €
A space in Kannelmäki where children, young people and 
pensioners could have meet-ups. The space should also be 
open in the evenings. The space could feature e.g. boardgames 
and a reading corner where pensioners could read to children.

2064 Cleaning up Mätäjoki • 35 000 €
Mätäjoki restoration, Kannelmäki-Lassila section. The area 
starting from Urkupillintie is filled with shrubbery that mostly 
covers the river. I propose clearing the riverbank, as this would 
contribute a great deal to the attractiveness of the area.

2404 Safer crossing for Eliel Saarisentie along the 
recreational trail • 150 000 €
Renewing the stairs of the trail leaving from Haaga Park and 
making the crossing of Eliel Saarisentie to Riistavuori Park 
safer. The crossing point should feature a sound signal and 
warning lights.

2068 Gardening together at community gardens • 
100 000 €
Community gardens should be made more visible by listing 
them in the City’s website and the service map, for example. 
Founding new community gardens should be easier. 
Cooperation between the park or regional maintenance and 
community gardens.

2071 Barbecue place • 150 000 €
A public barbecue place either for Strömberginpuisto Park or 
Patterimäki.

1895 Turning WWI-era fortifications into attractions • 
200 000 €
Cleaning up the Krepost Sveaborg fortifications next to Kaari 
Shopping Centre and on the Maununneva side. Signposts 
about the construction of the fortifications. First, a safety plan 
for the area must be compiled.

2072 Improvement of the Munkkiniemi boat ramp • 
35 000 €
The current boat ramp is exposed to wind, and accidents are 
frequent. Buoys or pillars that would allow attaching the stern 
rope would make things easier. A short, fixed dock by the ramp 
is also needed.

1900 Teaching the life cycle of forests to 
Haaga schoolchildren • 100 000 €
Planting 15 small model forests near the large schools 
to demonstrate the development of forests and carbon 
sequestration and storage. QR signposts that present the 
vegetation and show its impact as a carbon sink and its 
development.

2244 Tennis court for Kuninkaantammi • 200 000 €
A tennis court to Kuninkaantammi, Paloheinä or nearby areas.

1904 Free snack for secondary school students: 
three-month pilot • 100 000 €
Offering a free snack to secondary school students, such 
as a sandwich, porridge or a piece of fruit. A three-month 
experiment in a couple of schools. Students can’t focus 
well during the afternoon lessons, and a snack could help 
concentrate better.

2414 Flower power for people and pollinators • 
200 000 €
Let’s plant natural flowering pollinator plants – especially berry 
bushes and fruit trees. Could be partly implemented through 
volunteer work and made visible through signs and maps.

1909 Kids’ dialogue for Helsinki • 100 000 €
Let’s make our young people the best conversationalists in the 
world and help them understand each other! School pupils 
participate in Kids’ dialogue where they discuss the themes of 
everyday safety, equality and well-being.

2249 Digital exercise game walls to youth centres – 
Putting a stop to sitting! • 60 000 €
The diverse interactive games of digital gaming walls acquired 
for youth centre premises inspire people of all ages to move, 
and their accessibility makes them suitable for everyone.

2088 A scenic spot/birdwatching tower and other 
activities for the Pikku Huopalahti trail • 350 000 €
The recreational trail around Pikku Huopalahti invites people 
to move when enriched with a few activities. A birdwatching 
tower on the beach by the reeds. A picnic park and electricity 
connection for events along the trail.

2426 Natural materials to playgrounds to support 
creative play • 35 000 €
Natural materials, such as large rocks and tree trunks, should 
be brought to playgrounds, which the children can use in their 
play and constructions. These would nurture the children’s 
imagination and invite them to play.

2427 Lego workshops for children and families • 
60 000 €
Let’s organise workshops or spaces where families and 
children can build with Lego blocks together. A large amount of 
blocks of just one colour.

1919 City district gallery • 500 000 €
There is a large free space in a central location at 
Malminkartanonaukio 3. This could be an excellent spot for 
an exhibition space that could also offer art workshops, art 
teaching and public events.
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Northern voting district consists of: Maunula (Pirkkola, Maunula, Metsälä, Maunulanpuisto), 
Länsi-Pakila, Tuomarinkylä (Paloheinä, Torpparinmäki, Haltiala), Oulunkylä (Patola, Veräjämäki, 
Veräjälaakso), Itä-Pakila (Itä-Pakila, Tuomarinkartano)
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1733 Artificial turf field in Maunula • 296 636 €
This sand field could be replaced with a neat grass field and 
thus contribute to young people’s wellbeing.

1924 More outdoor gyms in the northern major district 
• 296 636 €
Two new outdoor gyms in the northern major district, in the 
Oulunkylä or Maunula area.

2095 New indoor and outdoor toys for northern 
daycare centres and playgrounds • 100 000 €
Toys that inspire learning, physical activity and play for all 
the daycare centres and playgrounds of the area. Involving 
children in deciding what kinds of toys are acquired. Quality 
and safety to also be included in the criteria.

1927 Instructed fishing clubs for children • 60 000 €
Utilising the fishing opportunities of the surroundings of 
Central Park with a focus on children, e.g. in the form of fishing 
clubs. The Vantaa River has fishing opportunities, e.g. along the 
Pitkäkoski–Ruutinkoski axis.

2098 Temporary handicrafts instructor for 
community house Saunabaari • 250 000 €
A temporary handicrafts instructor for Helsinki’s community 
houses and Saunabaari in particular. This would encourage 
beginners to join in as well. Approachable low-threshold 
activities to promote wellbeing.

1931 Dog pen and lights for the 
Kylänvanhimmantie park • 296 636 €
Lighting would improve the safety of the park and children’s 
daycare commutes in winter. A pen for dogs taken to the park 
to play in. There is also a need for waste bins, benches and 
winter maintenance.

1746 Speed bumps on Männikkötie • 100 000 €
Männikkötie needs speed bumps to slow down traffic and 
improve safety. Cars now drive very fast along the road without 
stopping at the Central Park crossing, causing near-misses.

2257 Barbeque site • 150 000 €
There is a barbeque site on the other side of the river. 
Oulunkylä needs a similar one, consisting of barbecuing 
equipment and tables for eating.

1935 Renewing Playground Soihtu • 296 636 €
Utilising the lawn space of the back section. The oldest 
climbing frames could be renewed. A climbing area with a 
couple of slides, like those in Vennynpuisto, would suit the 
park. An outdoor gym for parents in the back section would 
bring versatility.

1940 Barbeque site on the shore of Pikkukoski! • 
100 000 €
A barbecue site of some sort would be a nice addition to the 
shore and Oulunkylä.

2116 Renovating the sports field • 200 000 €
The running track circling the Oulunkylä football field has not 
been invested in in a decade, causing it to be in very poor 
condition. Overhauling the entire sports field to make it better 
suit its purpose.

1949 More playgrounds and parks in Länsi-Pakila • 
296 636 €
More playgrounds and parks in Länsi-Pakila. There is a 
significant number of families with children living in the area.

1756 Public space for residents – Bulletin board • 
100 000 €
Bulletin boards in key locations to serve as public space for 
residents. Providing residents with an opportunity to plan 
creative content for the board and its surroundings, e.g. poetry 
and local culture.

2272 Kivipadonpuisto Park for resident use • 
200 000 €
Outdoor exercise equipment, benches for lounging, and 
outdoor chessboard, etc. in Kivipadonpuisto Park. Climbing 
structures and such for children.

1954 Tennis court in Paloheinä • 100 000 €
The nearest tennis courts are in Oulunkylä and Kannelmäki. 
Considering the characteristics of the area, tennis courts 
would be a natural and desired addition.

2279 Kivipadonpuisto field for ice skating use in winter 
• 35 000 €
Let us freeze the sand field of Kivipadonpuisto Park for ice 
skaters! There are plenty of families with children and daycare 
centres in the area. The Oulunkylä artificial ice rink has few 
public ice skating time slots suitable for families with children.

1960 Bird-friendly construction • 150 000 €
Improving the bird-friendliness of the built environment 
by means such as installing birdhouses onto buildings and 
applying patterns to large glass structures. Developing bird 
feeding in winter.

2132 With young people • 150 000 €
Events for young people, such as nighttime basketball, 
concerts and game nights. Locations: Seurahuone, the 
church, the Veräjälaakso field, Maunula House, etc. Hiring a 
coordinator to bring operators together.

1965 Easy-access outdoor activity area • 200 000 €
Creating an easy-access and accessible outdoor exercise area 
with tree and flower plantings.

1769 Converting the sand field in front of Mäkitorppa 
Playground into a football field • 60 000 €
The field would be used primarily by young people and other 
residents in the area. NOT for clubs! It would provide young 
people with a place where they can engage in physical activity 
freely, including outside instructed sessions.

2284 Music event for new and old residents of 
Oulunkylä • 60 000 €
Holding a communal music event where representatives of the 
City would talk about topical matters and the development of 
the area, and new and old residents would get to talk with each 
other.

1771 More public toilets • 250 000 €
More public toilets in the northern area.

1968 Activities at Itsenäisyydenpuisto Park in 
Oulunkylä • 296 636 €
Some activities for Itsenäisyydenpuisto Park. A skate/scooter 
park or an exercise site. A barbecue spot.

2287 Dog pen in the Oulunkylä/Itä-Pakila area • 
250 000 €
Itsenäisyyspuisto Park needs a dog park, and Itä-Pakila has 
no dog park at all. There are plenty of families with dogs in the 
area, and this would foster a community spirit.
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2289 Basketball court in the Oulunkylä centre • 
100 000 €
Building a basketball court in Oulunkylä as per young people’s 
wishes, with the new detailed plan taken into account. It is 
important to support children’s and young people’s physical 
activity, and there are many basketball-playing young people in 
Oulunkylä.

2290 Benches and tables in the parks of North Helsinki 
• 150 000 €
More benches and tables in the parks of Torpparinmäki, 
Oulunkylä and Itä-Pakila, and particularly the southern shore 
of the Vantaa River. Waste bins by the benches and tables. 

2291 Small sports park in Torpparinmäki • 296 636 €
The young people of Torpparinmäki would like to have more 
exercise opportunities in the region. We propose building a 
sports park in Torpparinmäki!

2292 Barbecue sites in Central Park! • 200 000 €
Barbecue sites are good for cooking food and spending time 
with loved ones. They bring people together and promote 
outdoor activities and the development of people’s relationship 
with nature. Let us bring barbecuing opportunities to Central 
Park!

2297 Exercise stairs • 200 000 €
Oulunkylä needs its own exercise stairs. The nearest exercise 
stairs are located in Savela, Paloheinä and Malminkartano.

2144 Exercise for families • 100 000 €
Local exercise opportunities for families with young children at 
schools or daycare centres. A gym with a children’s area! Yoga/
pilates sessions at schools. Free-of-charge self-guided family 
sports sessions at schools.

2301 Funding for materials and events for a 
‘Helsinki Reads’ campaign • 100 000 €
Organising a ‘Helsinki Reads’ campaign to inspire people of all 
ages to read. Holding various workshops and events. Acquiring 
materials for schools, daycare centres and libraries.

2303 Surveying how well residents’ wishes are 
realised in city planning • 250 000 €
It would be useful to know the degree to which the City realises 
residents’ wishes presented in hearing processes and what 
residents have wished for. Ordering surveys from students 
writing their master’s theses, for example.

2304 Game field by Käpytie • 296 636 €
A game field, other exercise equipment and/or a play area by 
Käpytie. This would improve the exercise opportunities of the 
area and increase interaction between local children.

1796 Renovating the downstairs of 
Seurahuone in Oulunkylä • 100 000 €
Renovating the downstairs of Seurahuone in Oulunkylä to 
add more active space and a wide variety of activities. The 
downstairs could feature storage, maintenance and usage 
training facilities for PA equipment of Seurahuone.

2149 Disc golf baskets in Pirkkola • 100 000 €
Disc golf is rapidly gaining popularity and is suitable for all 
people regardless of age or physical condition. Building a 
course or practice baskets in Pirkkola. They would bring variety 
and new physically active young people to Pirkkola.

1800 Dedicated tree for every city district • 100 000 €
I propose planting trees dedicated to each city district. Local 
residents would be heard when selecting the tree species in 
order to make the tree match the spirit of the district as well 
as possible.

1807 Outhouse in Central Park and a water supply 
at the Paloheinä hiking lodge • 250 000 €
Building an outhouse similar to that by the Lammassaari path 
network in Central Park. Adding a water supply outside the 
Paloheinä hiking lodge so that people can fill their water bottles 
when the lodge is closed. A map of water supplies and toilets 
online.

2009 Lighting (Tykkitie) • 60 000 €
Tykkitie, located in Oulunkylä by the railway track, has no 
lighting in the darkest sections. The road is used by plenty of 
people, especially dog owners.
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1817 Opening the door to the Paloheinä hiking lodge • 
100 000 €
A programmable lock for the door of the Paloheinä hiking 
lodge. The lock would be disengaged at 6.00. This would enable 
skiers using public transport to leave their shoes and clothes 
inside and use the toilet.

2174 Improving the ground of the outdoor activity trail 
• 100 000 €
Covering an outdoor activity trail such as that in Oulunkylä with 
sawdust to make it softer to tread on. Walking on hard ground 
is particularly taxing on the feet of elderly people.

2012 ‘Lose yourself in the local nature’ mobile app • 
35 000 €
A map application that would enable anyone to mark 
unofficial small natural parks with their pathways and special 
characteristics. Residents could “lose themselves” in park 
areas and thus familiarise themselves with different city 
districts.

2018 New Year’s family event • 35 000 €
Competent instructors who teach traditional yard games for 
the whole family. Doughnuts and juice for the participants, and 
the event is ended with a laser show or a fireworks show. The 
goal is to get families moving.

2182 Training in emotional skills for lower secondary 
school students • 150 000 €
A multi-year project that teaches emotional skills to all 
students of the selected lower secondary schools. The 
objective is to improve well-being, promote the community 
spirit in the schools and study whether this reduces bullying.

2335 Cycling path on Osuuskunnantie • 296 636 €
Let’s build a cycling path between Jakokunnantie and 
Pakilantie to improve the connections in the area. The cars 
parked along the road can fit on just one side of it.

2186 Lights and signposts to Central Park • 60 000 €
Signposts should be added to the route junctions in Central 
Park, and the hill trails need lighting. The stairs on the hill are 
illuminated, but people have to stumble through the darkness 
to get to them.

1827 Developing play areas in the Northern 
major district • 296 636 €
Swings, toys, a skating ramp, trampolines, etc. for the existing 
play areas. The proposal was made by the board of the pupil 
council of Oulunkylä Primary School’s Veräjälaakso unit.

2343 Renovation of the Kaivohaka sand sports field • 
250 000 €
The field should have a proper outdoor basketball court and a 
walled rink for e.g. futsal or floorball, with goalposts included. 
This would offer fun activities and exercise also to the older 
children in the area.

1846 Swimming hours for women in the North • 
60 000 €
More swimming hours for women only are needed.

1847 Tennis court • 200 000 €
Constructing a tennis court or courts in the Paloheinä, 
Torpparinmäki or Pakila areas.

2356 Tour skating track • 100 000 €
A tour skating track along good public transport connections, 
e.g. the Paloheinä golf course.

1851 Safe school for all! day/week • 35 000 €
At every school, the pupils define their own principles of safe 
space. The themes of bullying and community should be talked 
about. Offers an opportunity to comment on school practices 
anonymously. An idea by young people.

1852 Street lights for dark areas, a youth request • 
35 000 €
Young people are requesting more street lights for dark, 
dangerous areas. Young people should also be consulted on 
where more lighting is needed.

2365 Christmas street for Pakila • 200 000 €
Christmas lights and a Christmas tree with colourful lights to 
delight the residents, as well as a Christmas market event. This 
could develop into a local tradition in which entrepreneurs, 
societies and other parties could also be inspired to take part.

2374 Hiring a school coach/coaches • 296 636 €
Youth workers or students of the field could be hired to help 
teachers and students to support bullied students or those at 
risk of bullying. This would secure quick help at a school where 
bullying has gotten out of control.

2037 Football tournaments between schools • 
60 000 €
Frequent tournaments between Helsinki schools. Prizes to the 
winners. Referees and coaches included. This would increase 
physical activity and community spirit among young people. 
Could even lead to making new friends. A student request.

2038 School decor and facilities • 35 000 €
Better interior facilities and nicer colours in schools. Larger 
gyms and other classrooms. Larger facilities would also 
improve recreational activities.

2212 Snowboarding park to Paloheinä • 100 000 €
An ‘artificial’ summer hill could be built on the hill next to the 
skating hall as a place to practise pipes and rails. No lift is 
needed, the hill can be walked up. Naturally, it would also be 
used in winter, too.

2045 Stairs and railings of Suursuo forest • 200 000 €
The stairs from Pakilantie should be renovated to make them 
safe. The step spacing is wrong and railings are needed. The 
stairs are used by e.g. people from Pakila taking a shortcut 
through the forest to the bus stop of line 560.

2048 Arboretum/Jokeri light rail route • 250 000 €
A nature path to the Kustaankartano area for everyone’s 
pleasure: signboards, tips for observations, and exercise 
equipment. A passage with winter maintenance between the 
Kustaankartano stop of Jokeri Light Rail and Kivalterintie.

2379 Maunula workout stairs • 250 000 €
Building workout stairs in place of the old Maunula ski jumping 
tower. Lit stairs would make the area look more pleasant.

2221 Lighting around Maunula Primary School, the 
sports hall and the sand field • 200 000 €
The street in poor condition from Haavikkopolku to 
Männikkötie and the pedestrian pathway from the school to 
the sports hall should be lit. The path going around the sand 
field should also be renovated and lit.

2384 Maunula Library soundscape and a workshop • 
60 000 €
An installation made from acoustical material to the lobby 
of Maunula House and the ceiling of the library’s children’s 
section. An acoustic playhouse for the children’s section. A 
laser cutter, other DIY machines and guidance for using them. 
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2388 Microforest • 100 000 €
Specialists should select more trees to be planted in the area. 
A forest increases the diversity, carbon sequestration and 
comfort of local nature, creates a visual barrier, alleviates 
stress and muffles the sounds of traffic.

2226 More attractive library plaza in Paloheinä • 
100 000 €
The plaza could be transformed into a small market square, 
with benches and planted flowers. Cars to the one side, an 
open route for the emergency vehicles up to the door. Taxis 
to the other side of the street. Waste bins should be moved 
away. The courtyard could have a summer terrace for library 
customers.

2227 More waste bins for the northern major district • 
100 000 €
The amount of waste bins could be increased in the northern 
major district, e.g. along the Kuusimiehentie recreational 
routes, the pathway next to Sysiniitty and the Pirkkola Sports 
Park area.

2398 More meadows and meadow activities 
– meadows in place of untended shrubs and lawn areas 
• 200 000 €
Meadows are endangered habitats that are important to 
biodiversity. We should establish new meadows with the help 
of volunteer workers, and information boards could be set 
up at the meadows. A resident’s survey could be conducted 
regarding suitable locations for the meadows.

2236 Gardening together at community gardens • 
100 000 €
Community gardens should be made more visible by listing 
them in the City’s website and the service map, for example. 
Founding new community gardens should be easier. 
Cooperation between the park or regional maintenance and 
community gardens.

2405 Improving the Myrskyläntie cul-de-sac to create 
an unbroken walking path/skiing track • 150 000 €
The Myrskyläntie cul-de-sac should be made smaller to extend 
the park over the road. Now, the skiing track is interrupted by 
the parking area, and snow is often ploughed to the pedestrian 
pathway and skiing tracks in the winter, blocking these routes.

2238 Turning WWI-era fortifications into attractions • 
150 000 €
Cleaning up the fortifications along Sysimiehentie through 
volunteer work. Duckboards/walking trail to the area, along 
with signboards with information about the fortification and 
the history of fortification work.

2239 Park and playground – Pakilan puistotie • 
296 636 €
The unused land between Heinäsarantie and Tuusulanväylä 
could be turned into an attractive park area with a playground, 
exercise equipment, benches and bins. The road next to the 
park could be renamed into Pakilan puistotie.

1896 Safer entrance to the Central Park’s dog park: 
renovation of the fence • 200 000 €
A fence is needed in front of the current gates to prevent the 
dogs in the park from running away when a new dog comes 
in. This fenced entrance area would allow taking off the dog’s 
leash in peace, and going in only after this.

2410 Sand road to Storkärr Park from Pakilantie • 
100 000 €
Accessible passage from Pakilantie to Storkärr Park. the 
popular shortcut would be made into a sandy road that would 
allow access to the park from Pakilantie also by bike.

1901 Playground by the City of Helsinki to Pakila • 
296 636 €
The former allotment garden could have a playground that also 
doubles as an afternoon club venue. In time, the area could be 
developed into an attractive park. 

2075 Flower power for people and pollinators • 
200 000 €
Let’s plant natural flowering pollinator plants – especially berry 
bushes and fruit trees. Could be partly implemented through 
volunteer work and made visible through signs and maps.

1907 Public trampoline – in-ground trampolines for 
northern major district • 60 000 €
A request by children: as many don’t have a yard of their 
own, a trampoline in public use for children under school-age 
would be a great solution! It could have a schedule for children 
of different ages, for example, and the parents would be 
responsible for the activity.

2245 (Natural) harvest market weeks • 100 000 €
A harvest market or a harvest festival would be fun!

1910 Kids’ dialogue for Helsinki • 60 000 €
Let’s make our young people the best conversationalists in the 
world and help them understand each other! School pupils 
participate in Kids’ dialogue where they discuss the themes of 
everyday safety, equality and well-being.

2428 Family coaches to support families with children 
• 150 000 €
Family coaches could be contacted at a low threshold and 
anonymously in everyday problems of child-raising, for 
example. The service would help prevent issues from growing 
larger.

2092 Fenced football and panna arenas for Oulunkylä • 
100 000 €
Small fenced arenas on the sports field for panna and football, 
maybe two for each. It is quick and easy to start games even 
with a small group, and balls don’t go flying over the borders 
as often.
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OmaStadi.hel.fi

http://omastadi.hel.fi
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